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The meeting of the Strategic Governance Board on 24 June 2013 at 2pm,
in the Public Meeting Room SB/103, University of Derby Buxton,
1 Devonshire Road, Buxton. SK17 6RY
AGENDA: Reports attached
ITEM

SUBJECT

PUBLIC QUESTION AND ANSWER TIME
Maximum 30 minutes allotted time
(If the Q & A Session is shorter than the allotted 30 minutes, the meeting will commence early)

1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (IF ANY)

3

ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM THE CHAIR

4

MINUTES/DIGEST OF DECISIONS
Meeting held on 13 May 2013

5

REVIEW OF ACTIONS

6

FORWARD PLAN
4 Month Forward Plan June - September 2013
COMMISSIONER DECISION REPORTS

DECISION
NO.

Reports of the Chief Executive
7A

None

Reports of the Treasurer
8A

Award of Community Safety Grant - Sporting Futures

52/13

8B

Award of Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants: Crime
Prevention Grants, Round 1

53/13

Reports of the Chief Constable
9A

Apprenticeship Scheme

54/13

9B

Local Government Pension Schemes – Employer
Discretions

55/13

The short notice of the publication of papers in advance of the meeting
is a constraint of the timetable of monthly meetings. Please note that all
meetings of the Board are published in advance on the Commissioner's
website.

Joint Reports of the Treasurer/Chief Constable
10A

Revenue Outturn Position for the Financial Year Ended
31 March 2013

56/13

10B

Capital Outturn 2012/13

57/13

Joint Reports of the Chief Executive/Chief Constable
11A

Appointment of members on the Joint Audit, Risk and
Assurance Committee (JARAC)

58/13

PERFORMANCE REPORTS
Reports of the Chief Executive
12A

None

Reports of the Chief Constable
13A

Chief Constable’s Scorecards

13B

Thematic Report – Community Policing

13C

Business Change Project Board Update

13D

Health and Safety Update

13E

Revised Draft Code of Practice for Victims of Crime

13F

Use of Restorative Justice in Derbyshire Constabulary

13G

Contact Management Department (CCMC) - Update

Joint Reports of the Treasurer/Chief Constable
14A

15A

Annual Report on Treasury Management and Prudential
Indicators 2012/13
DECISIONS TAKEN AND NOT YET REPORTED TO
STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD

DECISION

Decisions taken and not yet reported to the Strategic
Governance Board

51/13

NUMBER
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POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR DERBYSHIRE
STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
Held in the Reception Room, Police Headquarters, Ripley.
13 May 2013
_________________________

In attendance:
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner: Commissioner Charles, Deputy Commissioner Dhindsa, Mr D Peet, Mrs H Boffy,
and Mrs L Kelly
Constabulary: CC M Creedon, ACC D Collins and Mr T Neaves
Agenda Item
No.

Decision (including
Dec No.)/
Action

Following the sad announcement of the death of Janet Birkin who was Chairman of the Derbyshire Police Authority from 2005 until
2010, the Board meeting observed a minutes’ silence in remembrance. Both the Commissioner and the Chief Constable paid
tribute to Mrs Birkin and the meeting was reminded that a remembrance/thanksgiving service had been arranged in her honour and
would be held tomorrow (Tuesday 14 May 2013) at St Mary and All Saints Church, Chesterfield at 2.30pm.
Public Question and Answer Time
No members of the public were attendance.
1.

APOLOGIES
DCC Alan Goodwin, ACC S Cotterill AND Mrs D Rimell

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
No declarations of interest were declared.

3.

ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM THE COMMISSIONER
No announcements were made.
1
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4.

MINUTES/ DIGEST OF DECISIONS
The minutes of the Strategic Governance Board Meeting held on 14 April 2013 were agreed.

5.

ACTIONS OUTSTANDING

6.

8A.

Noted.
FORWARD PLAN
Contained within the Forward Plan for May 2013 was the Chief Constable’s Delivery Plan. The
Chief Constable had prepared a first draft of the document and would brief the Commissioner on the
contents outside of the meeting.
Noted.
COMMISSIONER’S PARTNERSHIP BUDGET 2013/14 ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO
CHIEF CONSTABLE
The allocation of the Partnership Budget included in the Commissioner’s 2013/14 budget, to be
delegated to the Chief Constable to distribute and manage was attached at Appendix A for
approval.
RESOLVED:
The allocation of £0.535m of the Commissioner’s 2013/14 partnership resources to the Chief
Constable to manage in line with Appendix A to the report was approved.

12A

CHIEF CONSTABLE SCORECARDS – STANDING ITEM
Performance Report- DCC Goodwin
It was noted that Police Officer sickness levels had increased and the working days lost was 8.94
year to date compared to the outturn position of 7.39. The Chief Constable reassured the
Commissioner that work was underway to examine the reasons for this increase and to put
measures in place to help improve absence rates.
It was noted that Derbyshire were ranked second within the region for both confidence and
satisfaction. The Commissioner asked which Forces were ranked first regionally; it was thought that
2
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Leicestershire were ranked first for the confidence indicator and Nottinghamshire first for the
satisfaction indicator.
Performance Report – ACC Cotterill
Good end of year reductions in recorded crime were noted.
There had been a large increase in the number of domestic violence offences +365 compared to the
outturn 2011/12 of -70. The Commissioner queried whether this was an increase in offences or an
increase in confidence to report. The Chief Constable reassured the Commissioner that there was
no evidence to suggest that Domestic Violence offences were increasing.
Performance Report – ACC Collins
Within the Contact Management Section no noticeable improvements were evident since it was last
reported at the meeting of the Board in May, however this was not scrutinised as it was noted that a
detailed update report would be presented to the next meeting of the Board in June.
Noting the number of fatal/serious road traffic casualties; 415 to date compared to the outturn
position of 406. It was noted that if this data was broken down to show the number of (1) fatal, (2)
serious, (3) light injury or (4) no injury it would show that the number of fatalities had fallen
significantly. It was agreed that this reduction was a real success story which should be publicised
and promoted. It was agreed that future Scorecards provide this level of detail.
It was noted that there had been a large increase in the number of firearm and taser deployments
and the Commissioner requested a breakdown, provided as follows:
The statistics relating to taser authorisations were as follows :No.of Firings
21
No. of Drive Stun
1
No of Red Dot
41
No. of Arced
2
No. of Aimed
1
No. of Drawn
10
3

Increased
breakdown of
road/traffic
casualties for
future scorecards
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There had been a 7% increase in firearms deployment and there was only one firearms discharge in
the last 12 months, which was a baton round at an incident in Long Eaton. The matter had been to
court and a male was convicted.
The Board were informed that data relating to Specials activity did not provide an accurate picture,
however, it was hoped that the introduction of a duty management sheet should improve the
monitoring of Specials activity and hopefully more accurate detail will be provided for the Scorecard
in June.
It was noted that the figure relating to the number of speed awareness courses was incorrect and
the figure of 17306 year to date relates to the number of speeding offences of which 80% are
eligible for a speed awareness courses and of that figure approximately 50% take the offer up.
RESOLVED:
The Scorecards were noted.
12B

POLICE OFFICER RECRUITMENT STARTING SALARY
Home Office Determination had been received allowing Chief Constable discretion on new entrants’
starting salary of either £19,000 or £21,999 dependent upon relevant experience, qualifications and
local recruitment needs.
The Chief Constable considered that the payment of the higher starting salary was appropriate and
necessary to attract the best possible candidates from a wide range of communities particularly
those currently under-represented within the organisation.
The Commissioner fully supported the Chief Constable’s view and proposal to pay all police officer
recruits a commencement salary of £21,999.
RESOLVED:
The Chief Constable’s proposal to pay all police officer recruits appointed after 1 April 2013 a
commencement salary of £21,999 was noted.
4
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12C

THEMATIC REPORT – HATE CRIME
Information was provided on the number of hate crime offences for a three year period 2010/11 –
2012/13.
The Board discussed the reasons for an increase in reported crimes (particularly disability hate
incidents which had increased by 152% over a two year period) which could be attributable to an
increased confidence in policing leading to a willingness to report crimes and also increased
awareness levels for staff as a result of e-learning packages.
It was noted that satisfaction rates remained consistent across hate crime victims ranging from 83%
to 88% satisfied, with the exception of disability hate crime at 68% satisfied (although it was
highlighted that due to the low number of offences in this area, fluctuations can occur).
RESOLVED:
The report was noted.

13A

PROVISIONAL REVENUE AND CAPITAL OUTTURN POSITION FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR
ENDED 31 MARCH 2013
The report provided an overview of the current projected outturn positions against the 2012/13
Revenue Budget and Capital Programme.
A summary of the projected revenue outturn was set out at Annex A and the expected outturn for
collaboration areas was set out at Annex B.
A summary of the capital budget monitoring showed that an estimated £4.823m will be spent
against a revised budget of £7.896m.
RESOLVED:
To note the report.

5
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14A

INDEPENDENT CUSTODY VISITING – VISIT STATISTICS
The breakdown of Custody Visiting Statistics for the period 1 January – 31 March 2013 attached at
Annex A was considered and noted.
The Commissioner and Chief Executive requested that thanks be extended to the volunteers for the
time they give voluntarily to the scheme.
RESOLVED:
The report was noted.

14B

REPORTING ON THE OUTCOME OF ICV VISITS
The outcome of the Independent Custody Visiting Statistics for the period 1 January to 31 March
was attached at Annexes A & B for information and noting.
RESOLVED:
The report was noted.

14C

POLICE DOG WELFARE VISITING – VISIT STATISTICS
The Police Dog Welfare Visiting Statistics covering the period 1 January – 31 March 2013 was
attached at Annex A for information.
RESOLVED:
The Report was noted.

15A

DECISIONS TAKEN AND NOT YET REPORTED TO THE STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
The report provided a formal record of the decisions taken by the Commissioner but not yet
reported to the Strategic Governance Board.
RESOLVED:
The Decisions referenced 45/13 to 49/13 were noted as being published documents contained
within the Commissioner’s decision log which can be accessed on the Derbyshire Police and Crime
Commissioner website.
6
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REVIEW OF ACTIONS ON DECISIONS MADE BETWEEN BOARD MEETINGS
KEY
Progress Column: C = Complete, I = In-hand, O = Outstanding
Decision Agenda Item
Report Title and Action Required
No.
STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD – 18 MARCH 2013

Responsible Progress
Officer

30/13

8A

To present a report on the benefits of the work of voluntary sector
organisation to be presented to the next meeting of the SGB in April.
UPDATE FROM STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BORAD MEETING ON
15 APRIL 2013.
Report deferred to a future meeting of the Strategic Governance Board.

ACC Cotterill

12B

When the initiatives on BME satisfaction have been analysed a report
will be presented to a future meeting of the SGB.

Chief
Constable

12C

An interim report on actions taken to improve performance within the
CCMC be presented to the SGB in June.

ACC Collins

STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD – 13 MAY 2013
12A
CHIEF CONSTABLE’S SCORECARDS
To include an increased breakdown of road/traffic casualties for future
scorecards

-1-

ACC Collins

To be
presented
to the
Board
meeting in
September
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Strategic Governance Board 4 Month Forward Plan
Date of
Meeting

24-Jun-13

22-Jul-13

Finance

Performance and Other Issues

Finance (Period 1) & Resources
PCC & Force - Revenue Budget Outturn 2012/13
PCC & Force - Capital Outturn 2012/13
PCC & Force - Annual Report on Treasury Management and
Prudential Indicators 2012/13
Force - monitor capital programme delivery and expenditure
against budget
Force - estates update setting out progress on key capital
schemes
Force - Estates Services and PFI Financing Quarterly Update
PCC Report on funding Decisions (if any)
Finance (Period 2) & Resources
***Outturn***
Force - Police Property Act Fund - contribution towards
Derbyshire Community Foundation 2013/14
PCC & Force - Annual report on debtors
Force - monitor capital programme delivery and expenditure
against budget
Force - estates update setting out progress on key capital
schemes
Force - monitor and report revenue spend against profiled
budget including a predictive out-turn position and
explanations of major variances
Force - Procurement and Contracts Quarterly Update
PCC - Report funding decisions (if any)

Chief Constable's scorecards
Force Thematic Report - Community Policing
Force - Updates on Criminal Justice (includes reports on RJ
and Victims/Witnesses)
Force - Quarterly Project Board Update
Force - Health & Safety Report (for the period January to
April)

NO MEETINGS HELD DURING AUGUST

Chief Constable's scorecards
Force Thematic Report - Safeguarding Adults (includes
Persons Susceptible to Harm and Missing Adults)
Force Thematic Report - Rape & Serious Sexual Assault
(includes Registered Sex Offenders & Dangerous Persons
(MAPPA)
Force Thematic Report - Update on Emerging Risks
(includes Cyber Crime, Economic Crime, Troubled Families,
New and Emerging Communities).
Rape Scrutiny Panel Report
Force - Employment disputes & grievances
PCC & Force Thematic Report - Wildlife Crime & Cruelty to
Animals (Partnership Report)
PCC Annual Report
PCC – Stage 2 Transfers
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Finance (Period 4) & Resources

16-Sep-13

14-Oct-13

PCC & Force - Revised Capital Programme 2013/14 2016/17
Force - monitor capital programme delivery and expenditure
against budget
Force - estates update setting out progress on key capital
schemes
Force - monitor and report revenue spend against profiled
budget including a predictive out-turn position and
explanations of major variances
Force - Information Services (IS) Quarterly Update
PCC - Report funding decisions (if any)
Finance (Period 5) & Resources
Force - monitor capital programme delivery and expenditure
against budget
Force - estates update setting out progress on key capital
schemes
Force - monitor and report revenue spend against profiled
budget including a predictive out-turn position and
explanations of major variances
Force - Estates Services and PFI Financing Quarterly Update
PCC - Report funding decisions (if any)

Chief Constable's scorecards
Force Thematic Report - Alcohol related Harm
Force Thematic Report - Killed & Seriously Injured Road
Collisions (Partnership Report)
Force Thematic Report - Confidence and Satisfaction
Force Thematic Report - Contact Management Update
(includes NCRS & NSIR)
Force - Quarterly Project Board Update
Force - Health & Safety Report (for the period May to
August)
Force - The benefits of the work of voluntary sector
organisations
Chief Constable's scorecards
Force Thematic Report - Organised Crime Groups (includes
POCA Update)
Force Thematic Report - Terrorism and Domestic Extremism
Force Thematic Report - Gun and Knife Crime Report
Force Thematic Report - Domestic Abuse
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Section B
Part I For Publication

STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
24 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE TREASURER

8A:

AWARD OF COMMUNITY SAFETY GRANT – SPORTING FUTURES

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To award a Community Safety Grant of £35,000 for 2013-14 to Sporting
Futures, a registered charity, to deliver activities to reduce anti social
behaviour and provide diversionary activates

to young people at trisk of

offending. This organisation was a previous recipient of Home Office
Community Safety funding, now ceased.

The grant will fund and provide

activity resources for a Community Sports Development Officer.
2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

In 2013/14, in addition to Home Office Police Main Grant and other specific
Home Office police grants (such as Counter Terrorism Policing Grant), Police
and Crime Commissioners (PCCs) have received funding from the new Home
Office Community Safety Fund (CSF).

The CSF is un-ringfenced and

Commissioners are able to use it to commission services or make grants that
help tackle drugs and crime, reduce re-offending, and improve community
safety in their force area.
2.2

Although the allocations of the CSF are based on the existing distribution of
drugs, crime and community safety grants across police force areas in
2012/13, the CSF is a new funding stream which the Commissioner has the
freedom and flexibility to use as he sees fit to support his wider crime
prevention priorities.

2.3

Section 9 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 gives the
Commissioner power to make Crime and Disorder Grants.

1
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2.4

Given the introduction of the CSF, the vast majority of previous Home Office
drugs, crime and community safety funding streams ended in March 2013.,
Responsibility was passed to Commissioners to determine their use of the
community safety financial resources.

2.5

As a policy decision, the Commissioner has decided that for 2013-14,
Community Safety Funding will be passported to previous recipients. A root
and branch review will be carried out during 2013 of these services, to inform
future years. ensure the outcomes achieved are continuing to deliver value for
money, and to consider where through the Commissioner’s financial support
to organisations more effective outcomes could be achieved.

3.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

3.1

Sporting Futures is a registered charity, established in 1994 and has
experience of working with disadvantaged young people and communities,
particularly those at risk of offending and causing ASB. Their service has
developed four areas of work, outreach community sport, 1-2-1 mentoring,
developing volunteers and leadership training. These have been developed in
partnership with: Derbyshire Constabulary, Youth Service, Connexions,
Community Safety Partnerships, County Sport Partnership and Local
Authorities.

3.2

The Charity has made an application to the Commissioner for a £35,000 grant
to support a Community Sports Development Officer with a small budget for
facility hire, coaching costs and equipment. A contribution to management
overheads is also included.

Project Outcomes are defined through youth

engagement and contact time, delivery of sporting sessions, recruiting young
volunteers, and young people at risk of offending gaining qualifications. The
overarching project name is Safer Communities Through Sport. This activity
was

resourced

by

an

Home

Office

grant

in
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3.3

Police and Crime Plan objectives and value for money.

This grant will

contribute to tackling ASB, tackling drug and alcohol related crime and harm,
and reducing youth crime by Sporting Futures in their proposals for the use of
the grant.
3.4

Value for money is achieved by utilising existing delivery, management and
governance structures. Ongoing evaluation for future years will be carried out
in due course.

4.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

It is recommended that a Crime and Disorder Reduction grant be made to
Sporting Futures for £35,000, resources from the Community Safety Grant
budget head and an offer of grant with associated condition be made.

5.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

MEDIUM

HIGH

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X
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Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
1.

Grant application from Sporting Futures

ATTACHMENTS NONE
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STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
24 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE TREASURER

8B:

AWARD OF CRIME AND DISORDER REDUCTION GRANTS: CRIME

PREVENTION GRANTS, ROUND 1

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

The Commissioner has invited the public sector, community groups, and third
sector organisations to work with him to deliver his Police and Crime plan
objectives through his Crime Prevention Grants scheme. £250,000 has been
set aside for 2013-14 to fund innovative projects to assist in reducing crime
and anti-social behaviour, protect victims and vulnerable people, and support
witnesses. There are three opportunities throughout the year for applications
for either a Small Grant (up to £5,000) or a Large Grant (between £5,000 and
£25,000). For more information on the grants and an application form, details
are available on the Commissioner’s website at http://www.derbyshirepcc.gov.uk/Partnership/Crime-Prevention-Grants/Crime-PreventionGrants.aspx. Round 2 applications are required by 24 July and Round 3 by
23 October.

1.2

This report supports the decision on Round 1 (of 3) of the Commissioner’s
Crime Prevention Grants as the Commissioner’s award of crime and disorder
reduction grants.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

Following the receipt of applications for Round 1 of the Crime Prevention
Grants scheme, the Commissioner has engaged with his partners at
Derbyshire County Council and Derby City Council to seek their views before
determining which applications he wishes to support.

1
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2.2

6 applications for Small Grants and 14 applications for Large Grants were
received and considered.

2.3

The Commissioner has determined to award grants to the following
organisations which meet his crime objectives and offer value for money.

Table 1
Name

Our Vision,
Our Future

Remedi
Restorative
Services

Rhubarb
Farm
CIC

Volunteer
Centre
Buxton &
District

Amount
Value for Money
£

Purpose
To help ability to deliver a hate
crime presentation by those
with learning difficulties to raise
awareness of the effects of
hate crime.

Undertake victim contact &
preparation to enable victims of
ASB & low level offending to
engage with the Community
Justice Panel Process (CJP)

Grant to provide a poly tunnel
to support infrastructure for
work with ex-offenders, for and
rehabilitation and to reduce
crime

To protect victims of crime
through purchase/install of
security systems, to help those
vulnerable to crime by giving
advice & support through the
handy van, to tackle ASB by
same approaches and to tackle
domestic abuse by taking more
referrals and fitting safety
equipment.

Innovative project,
particularly in the
2,000
way it will be
delivered.
Working with
partners in Derby
City as
complementary to
the pre-crime agenda
25,000
and in the
development of
Neighbourhood
Justice Panels.
Innovative project.
Full request not
approved.
Working with
Partners to deliver
5,000
VFM - probation and
another Police and
Crime
Commissioner.

Grant to purchase
security equipment to
be fitted at no cost to
7,619 vulnerable people.
Reduced grant
awarded to that
applied for.
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Safe &
Sound Derby

Projects, workshops & DVDs to
increase the confidence &
resilience of young people and
reduce risk of sexual
exploitation, support parents
and carers of victims, raise
awareness and help victims
move on from abuse

TOTAL
AWARDED
ROUND 1
2.4

Innovative project
already piloted as
deliverable. Working
to include new and
emerging crime e g
cyber crime. This
organisation is a key
23,639
agency for working in
partnership to deliver
services that address
child sexual
exploitation in Derby
City.

63,258

Grant criteria will be set and regular monitoring reporting will be required from
the recipients.

3.

RECOMMENDATION

i.

To award crime and disorder reduction grants (Crime Prevention Grants) to

the organisations and the values as listed in Table 1 of the report.

3
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4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

MEDIUM

HIGH

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy Treasurer

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS: NONE
ATTACHMENTS: NONE
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STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
24 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

9A:

APPRENTICESHIP SCHEME

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To seek agreement to the continuance of a 12 month Apprenticeship
programme from September 2013.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

Background
In 2012/13 the Force commenced an apprenticeship programme in
conjunction with Derby College, where eight individuals of an agreed twelve
opportunities commenced employment with our organisation. The 2012-13
apprentice programme involved the Force acting as the employer whilst
working in Partnership with Derby College to provide 12 month Intermediate
and Advance Apprenticeships from age 16.
It is proposed that this model of direct employment which allows the trainees
to be integrated into the organisation, providing greater control in relation to
managing performance, attendance and developmental issues is continued
into a second year commencing September 2013.
The apprenticeship scheme has enjoyed extremely positive feedback from all
concerned, including line managers, mentors and apprentices.
Of the eight original apprentices, two individuals have been successful in
securing permanent employment with the constabulary.
In order to provide equal opportunity across the county it is recommended that
a similar arrangement is undertaken with Chesterfield College.
Chesterfield College have the facilities to provide the support to the Force in
terms of a partnership as our learning provider and have confirmed their
training programmes are flexible to fit in with the organisational requirements.

2.2

Proposal
It is proposed that the apprenticeship in Business and Administration will be
offered at either Level 2 or Level 3. It is our intention to secure places within
administrative functions at force headquarters based departments in the areas
of Business Administration, Accountancy, Corporate Services, Human
1
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Resources, Information Services and administrative support to operational
units such as Crime Support and Operational Support.
Chesterfield College will:

2.3



Provide a ‘consultancy’ service throughout the duration of the scheme



Match work based roles to the appropriate training qualification;



Work in partnership with the organisation to ensure the programme is
appropriate and ensure appropriate funding is available



Agree a training plan with the apprentice



Undertake the early stages of the recruitment process



Manage the training and evaluation



Ensure that national quality standards are met and deliver integrated
training.

Funding and Scheme Cost
There is no financial liability to the Force in relation to the services and
training that Chesterfield College will provide.
Apprenticeship funding is available from the National Apprenticeship Service
and is paid directly to the learning provider. It is proposed that we offer
apprentices to individuals aged between 16 to 18 years old as this would be
fully funded in terms of the costs for the learning provider.
The National Minimum Wage for apprentices from 1 October 2013 will be
£2.68 per hour and applies to time working, plus time spent training that is
part of their apprenticeship. This equates to an annual salary of £5,172.
This compares to the national minimum wage for other workers which is:

£6.31 per hour for workers aged 21 and over (annual £12,177)



£5.03 per hour for workers aged between 18-20 (annual £9,707)



£3.72 per hour for workers aged between 16-17 (annual £7,179)

The current ‘living wage’ is £7.45 per hour, which allows an individual to live
decently and to adequately provide for their family.
There is a moral argument that we should consider paying the ‘living wage’ to
our apprentices, however our target audience is school leavers who are not
as yet living independently

2
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If we were to consider paying the ‘living wage’ then we would need to reduce
the number of apprentices by 50% from 12 down to 6.
Chesterfield College currently have a large number of apprentices employed
by Derbyshire County Council who pay the Apprentice (u19) hourly rate of
£2.68.
It is proposed that Derbyshire Constabulary do not pay the lowest figure of
£2.68, but instead pay £3.72 to our apprentices, Chesterfield College are
certain that this will attract an excellent level of applicant. The cost per
apprentice is therefore £7,179 which equates to a total cost of £86,148.
It is proposed that 12 apprentices are appointed to various roles across Force
Headquarters at a full year cost of £86,148
2.4

Financial Considerations
There is a requirement for a financial commitment of £86,148 to provide 12
apprentices with a 12 month apprenticeship programme. If the appointees
decide to join the Local Government Pension scheme this equates to £15,100
in employers contribution.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

That the proposal to continue an apprenticeship programme is approved.

3.2

That the proposal of 12 apprenticeships directly employed by Derbyshire
Constabulary is approved.

3.3

That the proposal to work in partnership with Chesterfield College as the
learning provider for the apprenticeship programme is approved.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be
contained within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of
the author
LOW – no narrative required

3
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Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

LOW
√
√
√

MEDIUM

HIGH

√
√
√
√
√
Name: Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572020
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

9B: LOCAL GOVERNMENT PENSION SCHEME - EMPLOYER DISCRETIONS

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To agree the policy statement associated with the Employer Discretions as
determined by the Local Government Pension Scheme

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

There is a requirement under the Local Government Pension scheme to issue
a policy statement on the employer discretions within the pension scheme.
These statements need to be forwarded to the Pension Scheme
Administrator. The Police Authority had previously agreed these discretions
however it is necessary for the Police & Crime Commission to agree these
and for a revised policy statement to be submitted to Derbyshire County
Council as the Pension Scheme Administrator.

2.2

The opportunity has been taken to update the policy statement in line with the
current requirements and additional discretions provided by the Local
Government Pension Scheme.

2.3

A copy of the policy statement agreed with the Police Authority in June 1988
is attached for information.

2.4

The draft policy statement has been shared with UNISON who have made no
comment on its content.

2.5

A revised policy statement is attached to this report.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

That the revised policy statement is agreed.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be
contained within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of
the author
LOW – no narrative required

1
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LOW
X
X
X

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

MEDIUM

HIGH

X
X
X
X
Name: Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572675
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
1.

Policy Statement agreed by the Police Authority

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. A copy of the revised Policy Statement

2

EMPLOYER DISCRETIONS – STATEMENT OF POLICY
LOCAL GOVERNMENT PENSION SCHEME 2008
Under the Local Government Pension Scheme Regulations each employer must
publish and keep under review a Statement of their policy on certain discretions they
can exercise under the Regulations.
PART A - Formulation of policy in accordance with Regulation 66 of the Local
Government Pension Scheme (Administration) Regulations 2008
Regulations in this part refer to the Local Government Pension Scheme (Benefits,
Membership and Contributions) Regulations 2007 (as amended)
1.

Regulation B12 - Power of an employing authority to increase total
membership of active members.
An employer may resolve to increase the total membership of an employee at
any time whilst they are an active member of the Scheme with them. The
maximum additional membership period that can be awarded is 10 years.
The employer must pay to the Pension Fund, within one month from the date
that any additional membership is awarded (or such longer period as agreed
between the employer and the administering authority), a sum as calculated
in accordance with guidance issued by the Government Actuary.
Employer’s policy
Additional membership or additional pension under the above provisions will
not be awarded.
However, if there are instances where it can be
demonstrated that the use of these discretions would be in the interests of the
employer, taking into account all the relevant factors of the case including
costs, then such cases would be reported to the Police & Crime
Commissioner as appropriate.

2.

Regulation B13 – Power of employing authority to award additional
pension
An employer may resolve to award an employee, at any time whilst he is an
active member of the Scheme with them, additional pension of not more than
£5,000 a year payable from the same date as his pension is payable under
any provisions of the Local Government Pension Scheme Regulations.
Additional pension may be paid in addition to any increase of membership
under regulation 12 of the LGPS (Benefits, Membership and Contributions)
Regulations 2007 (as amended). The employer must pay to the Pension
Fund, within one month from the date that any additional membership is
awarded (or such longer period as agreed between the employer and the
administering authority), a sum as calculated in accordance with guidance
issued by the Government Actuary.
Employer’s policy
Additional pension under the above provisions will not be awarded. However,
if there are instances where it can be demonstrated that the use of these
discretions would be in the interests of the employer, taking into account all
the relevant factors of the case including costs, then such cases would be
reported to the Police & Crime Commissioner as appropriate.

1

3.

Regulation B18 -

Flexible retirement

A member who has attained the age of 55 and who, with their employer’s
consent, reduces the hours they work, or the grade in which they are
employed, may make a request in writing to the appropriate administering
authority to receive all or part of their benefits under the Regulations, and
such benefits may, with the employer’s consent, be paid to them
notwithstanding that they have not retired from that employment.
If the payment of benefits takes effect before the member’s 65th birthday they
will be reduced in accordance with guidance issued by the Government
Actuary unless the employer agrees to waive, in full or in part, any such
reduction to their cost.
Employer’s policy
The reduction in pension will not be waived except in exceptional
circumstances and only by the Head of HR, in consultation with the Director
of Finance and Business Services/Police and Crime Commissioner (for
OPCC staff). (Further details of the Flexible retirement policy can be found on
the Force intranet)
4.

Regulation B30 – Early Retirement
If a member leaves a local government employment before they are entitled
to the immediate payment of retirement benefits, once they have attained the
age of 55 they may choose to receive payment of them immediately. A choice
by a member aged less than 60 is ineffective without the consent of their
employer or former employer and the employer must pay to the Pension Fund
a sum representing the capital cost of releasing those benefits early. The
pension must be reduced by the amounts shown as appropriate in guidance
issued by the Government Actuary although the employer may determine on
compassionate grounds to waive the actuarial reduction.
Employer’s policy
Each application will be considered on an individual basis, taking into account
all the relevant factors of the case, including costs. These cases will be
reported to the Police and Crime Commissioner as appropriate.
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PART B - Formulation of policy in accordance with further discretions under
the Local Government Pension Scheme (Administration) Regulations 2008
Regulations in this part refer to the Local Government Pension Scheme
(Administration) Regulations 2008
5.

Regulation 16 - Re-employed and re-joining deferred members
Where a deferred member becomes an active member again before
becoming entitled to the payment of those deferred retirement benefits, they
may elect to have their former deferred membership aggregated with their
current active membership on or after the date that they again become an
active member. An election must be made within 12 months from the date
that the member re-joins the Local Government Pension Scheme or such
longer period as his employer may allow.
Employer’s policy
The extension of the 12 month time limit will not be approved except in
exceptional circumstances and only by the Head of HR, in consultation with
the Director of Finance and Business Services/Police and Crime
Commissioner (for OPCC staff).

6.

Regulation 22 – Applications to make absence contributions
This provides for a scheme member to pay optional contributions, for a period
of unpaid absence from work, within 30 days of returning to, or of ceasing,
employment. The employer can agree to extend this time limit.
Employer’s policy
Extensions of the time limit will not be agreed except in exceptional
circumstances and only by the Head of HR, in consultation with the Director
of Finance and Business Services/Police and Crime Commissioner (for
OPCC staff).

7.

Regulation 25 – Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs) and Shared
Cost Additional Voluntary Contributions (SCAVCs)
An active member may elect to pay AVCs into a scheme established under
contract between their appropriate administering authority and a body
approved for the purposes of the Finance Act 2004.
Under paragraph 3 of this regulation an employer can, at its discretion
contribute to the AVC scheme and where they do the AVC scheme is known
as a shared cost additional voluntary contributions arrangement and
contributions to it as SCAVCs.
Employer’s policy
There will be no contribution made to the AVC scheme except in exceptional
circumstances considered by the Head of HR, in consultation with the
Director of Finance and Business Services/Police and Crime Commissioner
(for OPCC staff).

3

8.

Regulation 83 – Inward transfers of pension rights
This provides that an active scheme member may elect to transfer into the
Local Government Pension Scheme relevant pension rights held elsewhere.
The member must request the transfer of such rights in writing within 12
months of becoming a member of the Local Government Pension Scheme or
such longer period as the employer may allow.
Employer’s policy
Applications for a longer period will be considered on an individual basis,
taking into account any exceptional circumstances.
These applications will be considered by the Head of HR, in consultation with
the Director of Finance and Business Services/Police and Crime
Commissioner (for OPCC staff).

Signed on behalf of the Employing Authority:
Name in Block Capitals:
Position:
Employing Authority:
Date:
Employer’s Policy Statement - April 2013
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JOINT REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE AND TREASURER

10A

REVENUE OUTTURN POSITION FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 31
MARCH 2013

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

This report provides the final Revenue Outturn position for 2012/13, the
proposed carry forwards to 2013/14 and the consequent position on Reserves
at 31 March 2013.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The final outturn against the 2012/13 revised revenue budget is summarised
at Appendix A, which shows that an overall underspending against the
Revised Budget occurred for the year of £2.561m. The above underspend is
£0.885m higher than the forecasted position reported to the Commissioner in
May. The difference has occurred because the projected year-end figures
included a number of assumptions for overtime, expenses and recharges for
regional collaboration projects. These assumptions have now been replaced
with the actual year-end figures.

2.2

When all carry forward amounts are taken into account, including unspent
grants and contributions, the remaining underspend of £0.378m has been
added to the Operational Funding Reserve.

2.3

A detailed review of carry forwards is under-taken each year. In particular this
focuses on any un-spent carry forwards from previous years and has resulted
in the return of £1.678m to reserves as detailed in the table below: Resources returned to force reserves
Pre 2010/11
2011/12
Other centrally controlled earmarked reserves
Total

2.4

£
608,800
1,015,980
53,133
1,677,913

Details of the amounts to be carried forward are set out in Appendix B,
together with information on how the amounts have been committed. These
carry forwards have been scrutinised by the Chief Constable and reflect his
proposals. The majority of these are in respect of individual departmental
spending but there are also certain proposals for carry-forwards of a more
corporate nature which are set out in the table below: -
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Description
ACC (Crime and Territorial Policing)
Overtime Contingency
Derbyshire Proceeds of Crime Act
(POCA) Income
National Procreeds Of Crime
Account (POCA) Income
Local Criminal Justice Board

£
116,668
120,541
379,563
35,400

Operational firearms management
system

48,500

Total

700,672

Comment
Funding additional overtime for
major incidents and operations
For distribution between divisions
for POCA incentivisation schemes
Money held on behalf of national
POCA schemes
Contribution to the LCJB
Additional funding for the
purchase of this system is
required

2.5

The overall level of reserves has increased by £2.820m to £42.785m. This
increase is expected only to be temporary as reserves will be needed to
bridge the budget gap projected from 2014/15 onwards.

2.6

Not all reserves held are available to be used to offset shortfalls in funding as
they are already committed for other purposes e.g. to meet the cost of PFI
schemes. An operational funding reserve is maintained to help offset any
shortfall in funding.
The reserves policy that was agreed by the
Commissioner in December 2012 required this reserve to hold no less than
£6m. At 31 March 2013 a total of £19.282m was held in the operational
funding reserve.

2.7

Other reserves that are held in accordance with the reserves policy include: 



maintaining a general reserve of £3m to deal with immediate unforeseen
spending pressures;
an operational priorities reserve of £1.3m to deal with any immediate
policing pressures and new initiatives; and
an invest to save reserve of a minimum of £1m to fund the costs of change
and help to invest in projects that will yield savings to reduce the future
budget deficit.

2.8

The 2012/13 outturn position for all reserves is summarised at Appendix C,
together with a projection of reserve levels up to the end of 2015/16.

2.9

It should be noted that the outturn position has been achieved not
withstanding the substantial budget cuts and austerity but with increasing
demands being placed on the policing service.

2.10

Significant items included in the outturn include: -

2.11

Police Authority/Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner: £0.241m
underspend. £0.124m of this figure relates to members’ allowances
which were only incurred up to November 2012. A further £0.027m is against
legal costs of appeals. Savings have also been made against other headings
such as staff costs mainly as a result of the cost of their work being met by the
transition fund. A breakdown of the outturn by budget heading for the
Commissioner’s office is included at Appendix D.
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2.12

Police Officer Pay and Allowances, including Overtime: £0.527m
underspend. The majority of underspend is against Overtime budgets where
demands have been relatively light in recent months. The territorial divisions
in particular have made savings on their overtime allocations.

2.13

Police Pension costs: £0.175m overspend. Officers continue to leave the
organisation early through ill-health. The number of such retirements that
occurred in the year was 9 against 6 included within the revised estimates.

2.14

Premises Costs: £0.197m overspend. This can be principally be attributed
to the cost of sewerage repairs at the Police Headquarters site.

2.15

Supplies and Services: £0.603m underspend. This underspend has
occurred across a range of budget headings. It partly reflects the timing of the
delivery of goods and services for which orders have been placed but also, in
some areas, the need for expenditure has reduced compared to the previous
estimates. For example, a provision included for Court Fees arising from
cases in 2011/12 is not now needed, saving £0.030m. The force’s share of
the running costs of the North Midlands Helicopter Support Unit will be £0.050
less than previously expected, due to the number of actual flying hours being
less than expected. Savings in uniform purchases equating to £0.086m,
despite issuing uniforms to new recruits. There has been reduction in the
ordering of printing and stationery that has resulted in savings of £0.057m.
There has been a reduction in the usage and cost of telephones £0.103m and
Blackberries £0.074m.

2.16

Agency costs: £0.183m overspend. The budget for agency forensic work
was reduced at Revised Budget by £0.297m. Spend of this budget is
dependant on demand, which has been greater than was anticipated at the
Revised Budget stage.

2.17

Income - £0.608m additional generated. Income generation is very difficult
to estimate, therefore budgets are usually pessimistic. The main areas
where more income has been generated than anticipated include: Proceed of Crime Act (POCA)
Sale of vehicles
Vehicle recovery
Vocational training
General cost recovery

£0.132m
£0.068m
£0.119m
£0.121m
£0.118m

2.18

Partnerships - £0.294m underspend. The underspend has occurred across
a range of budget headings. It partly reflects the timing of partnership
initiatives and the delivery of goods and services for which orders have been
placed.

2.19

Regional Collaboration: £0.167m underspend. Many of the collaborations
have now been in place for a full year. Appendix E summarises the outturn
for collaboration areas where some cost sharing has taken place during
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2012/13. This includes the ‘officers in kind’ contributed to the already existing
EM Special Operations Unit. The costs of establishing the new HR Service
Centre are shown, while the significant future savings will not be start to be
realised until the new financial year 2013/14.
2.20

Regional and National Policing: £0.424m underspend. The majority of this
underspend relates to external funding held on behalf of national POCA
schemes.

2.21

East Midlands Counter-Terrorism Intelligence Unit. During 2012/13 net
costs of £4.840m were incurred by the unit for which reimbursement was
received from the Home Office and through the recovery of costs and
externally generated income. A breakdown of income and expenditure
incurred is provided at Appendix F.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

The outturn position against the 2012/13 revenue budget is noted.

3.2

That a total contribution to the Earmarked Carry Forward Reserve of
£1,432,672 be approved as summarised at Appendix B.

3.3

That the remaining Force underspend of £377,959 be allocated to the
Operational Funding Reserve.
That a total contribution to the Commissioner’s Crime Prevention Fund of
£750,000 be approved.

3.4

3.5

That the position on all reserves as at 31 March 2013 and the forward
projections to 31 March 2016 as set out in Appendix C

4.

IMPLICATIONS

4.1

The outturn position achieved for 2012/13, as set out in this report, shows the
success of the savings initiatives that have been set during a time of
unprecedented austerity and considerable uncertainty.
This has put
Derbyshire Police in a strong financial position and in particular enabled the
former police authority and now the Commissioner to build up reserves to help
manage future budget cuts and austerity.

4.2

The financial outlook continues to be uncertain. It is clear that there are to be
deeper cuts of up to 8% for 2015/16 and some commentators are predicting
that the period of austerity could last up to 2020. This will have an even more
fundamental impact on the resources available to deliver policing services in
Derbyshire and the way we deliver those services.

4.3

Derbyshire Police has a good track record of delivering savings and managing
the impact that these have on the service we provide to local people. The
reserves that we have built up will help us to manage these further reductions
so that we continue to adopt a measured approach. Nevertheless we still
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cannot under-estimate the scale of the savings we will still need to make or
the impact that they will have on the way we deliver our service.

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel

Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

LOW
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

MEDIUM

Name: Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572675
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix C
Appencix D
Appendix E
Appendix F

HIGH

Underspend against Revised Budget
Revenue Carry Forwards
Statement of Forecast Level of Reserves
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
Regional Collaboration
EMCTIU Expenditure

APPENDIX A AGENDA ITEM 10A

Derbyshire Police
Revenue Budget Outturn 2012/13
Budget Heading

Over/
(Under)spend
£

Original Budget
£

Revised Budget
£

1,071,300

1,071,300

830,589

(240,711)

Police Officer Pay & On Costs

94,819,300

95,304,100

94,777,466

(526,634)

Police Staff Pay & On Costs

37,210,300

35,112,200

35,113,566

603,000

538,200

460,420

Police Pensions

2,090,000

2,487,700

2,662,860

175,160

Premises

8,499,600

8,667,400

8,864,922

197,522

Transport

3,833,800

3,832,650

3,815,279

(17,371)

13,041,100

12,250,850

11,647,390

(603,460)

1,240,300

1,043,800

1,227,302

183,502

822,000

0

0

0

1,003,000

1,001,500

1,000,186

0

0

3,135

Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner

Other Employee Expenses

Supplies & Services
Agency
Pay & Price Contingency
Debt Charges
Revenue Contribution to Capital

Outturn
£

1,366
(77,780)

(1,314)
3,135

Government Grants

(6,414,900)

(6,414,900)

(6,425,323)

(10,423)

General Income

(2,937,900)

(2,886,500)

(3,494,863)

(608,363)

7,928,400

9,955,500

9,788,067

(167,433)

0

0

0

33,100

33,100

0

(410,000)

(410,000)

Regional Units
EMCTIU
Secondments
Interest Receipts
Contributions to/from Reserves

0
(33,100)

(403,504)

6,496

2,053,009

3,392,589

3,348,517

(44,072)

Sub-Total

164,485,409

164,979,489

163,216,009

(1,763,480)

BCU Fund

615,100

620,100

603,562

(16,538)

27,700

(735,800)

Regional and National Policing
Other Specific Grants
Partnerships
TOTAL DERBYSHIRE POLICE

(1,159,969)

(424,169)

80,600

18,217

(62,383)

612,100

795,920

501,859

(294,061)

165,740,309

165,740,309

163,179,678

(2,560,631)

less: Earmarked Carry-Forwards

#REF!

less: Transfer to the Commissioner's
Crime Prevention Fund
NET UNDERSPEND

750,000
#REF!
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REVENUE CARRY-FORWARDS FROM 2012/13 TO 2013/14
APPENDIX B AGENDA ITEM 10A

Formation

Carry Forward
£
Proposed Use of Carry-Forward
ANPR cameras for patrol cars, DOT equipment, Access to GMP's Opus System, BCU fund commitments, Op Santa Claud -

B Division

97,500 radio equipment, Overtime contingency for Divisional Superintendent, Committed Partnership Spend

C Division

81,100 Contribution to fuel costs, Committed Partnership Spend
Contribution towards Erewash performance project, Committed Partnership Spend, Op Darter, Enquiry office minor

D Division

116,100 alterations

Operations Division

20,100 C/Supt contingency,

Crime Support

51,600 Transfer to Major Crime Contingency

Special Branch

29,400 Contribution to building alterations at St. Mary's Whalf

Contact Management

33,700 To supplement police staff overtime budget

Executive

41,600 Casualty Bureau external funding

Corporate Services (incl Community Safety)

38,300 Committed Partnership Spend

Business Support

10,000 Minor office alteration work

Strategic Finance

30,000 preparation of PRSR Act 2011 Stage 2 transfer

Criminal Justice

27,600 Purchase of equipment, training and to supplement the overtime budget

Human Resources

90,000 To support implementation of new structure inc. training, Recruitment advertising

Information Services

50,000 Training, External support for Corporate IS Strategy

Professional Standards

15,000 Training

To supplement police staff budget to back fill for secondee to Moving Forward team and potential finance system changes in

Total Formation Carry-Forwards

732,000
£116,668 - ACC (Crime and Territorial Policing) Overtime Contingency; £120,541 - Derbyshire Proceeds of Crime Act

Other force carry-forwards

700,672 (POCA) Income; £379,563 - money held on behalf of national POCA schemes; £35,400 - Local Criminal Justice Board;
£48,500- additional funding for the operational firearms management system

Total Carry-Forwards

1,432,672
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APPENDIX C AGENDA ITEM 10A

POLICE & CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR DERBYSHIRE
STATEMENT OF LEVEL OF RESERVES AT 31 MARCH 2013 AND FORECAST LEVELS TO 31 MARCH 2015

Axtual
Balances at
31/03/12
GENERAL RESERVES
EARMARKED RESERVES
Useable:Operational Priorities
Operational Funding
Contribution to Capital *
Central Contact Management Centre *
Helicopter
Carry-forwards
Police & Crime Commissioner
Pensions
Invest To Save *
Non-useable:PFI - Ilkeston
PFI - Derby
Helicopter Debt Charges
Insurance

£
3,300,000

1,324,693
11,666,565
9,198,240
357,139
49,645
4,913,416
250,000
500,000
1,266,183
29,525,881

Movements
In 2012/13
£

5,776,341

324,452

6,100,793

Transfers
Between
Reserves
in 2012/13
£

Contributions
to Capital in
2012/13
£

1,839,413
(602,861)
(357,139)

£
3,300,000

Projected
Movements
In 2013/14
£

(342,661)
(3,119,112)

1,324,693
19,282,319
5,818,927
0
49,645
3,608,455
1,000,000
500,000
923,522
32,507,562

(250,000)

(2,776,451)

(1,629,413)
750,000

0

Estimated
Balances at
31/03/13

TOTAL EARMARKED RESERVES

1,305,229
4,430,569
259,968
1,142,919
7,138,685
36,664,566

(23,572)
(177,882)
7,052
32,821
(161,581)
5,939,212

0
0

0
(3,119,112)

1,281,657
4,252,687
267,020
1,175,740
6,977,104
39,484,666

TOTAL RESERVES

39,964,566

5,939,212

0

(3,119,112)

42,784,666

Projected
Contributions
to Capital in
2013/14
£

Estimated
Balances at
31/03/14
£
3,300,000

Proojected
Movements
In 2014/15
£

Projected
Contributions to
Capital in
2014/15
£

Estimated
Balances at
31/03/15
£
3,300,000

Movements
In 2015/16
£

Projected
Contributions to
Capital in
2015/16
£

Estimated
Balances at
31/03/16
£
3,300,000

(923,522)
(2,697,449)

1,324,693
19,282,319
4,045,000
0.40
49,645
3,608,455
750,000
500,000
29,560,112

(2,360,000)

1,324,693
15,963,319
1,685,000
0.40
49,645
3,608,455
500,000
500,000
23,631,112

(1,685,000)

1,324,693
8,793,319
0
0.40
49,645
3,608,455
250,000
500,000
14,526,112

(26,426)
(187,516)
7,000
10,000
(196,942)
(446,942)

0
(2,697,449)

1,255,231
4,065,171
274,020
1,185,740
6,780,162
36,340,274

(28,466)
(199,785)
5,200
10,000
(213,051)
(3,782,051)

0
(2,360,000)

1,226,765
3,865,386
279,220
1,195,740
6,567,111
30,198,223

(28,466)
(199,785)
10,200
10,000
(208,051)
(7,628,051)

0
(1,685,000)

1,198,299
3,665,601
289,420
1,205,740
6,359,060
20,885,172

(446,942)

(2,697,449)

39,640,274

(3,782,051)

(2,360,000)

33,498,223

(7,628,051)

(1,685,000)

24,185,172

(1,773,927)

(250,000)

(3,319,000)
(2,360,000)

(250,000)

(3,569,000)

(7,170,000)
(1,685,000)

(250,000)

(7,420,000)

Note
Reserves marked with a * have been created from revenue resources but are earmarked to fund items within the Capital Programme
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APPENDIX D AGENDA ITEM 10A

Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
Revenue Budget Outturn 2012/13

Budget Heading
Police Staff Pay
Police Staff Overtime
Police Staff Overtime - Time and a half
Police Staff National Insurance
Police Staff Superannuation
Training - External Courses / Seminars
Training - Mileage
NHS Re-Imbursement
Recruitment Advertising
Interview Expenses
Hire of Rooms
Hire of Vehicles
Other Mileage (PSV)
Casual Mileage
Travel Misc (Car parking,Taxis etc)
Equipment - General
Photocopiers
Furniture
Accomodation / Hotel Expenses
Subsistence Expenses
Catering Contract Subsistence
Printing and Stationery
Publications
Financial Contracts
Professional Fees
Professional Fees - Legal
Media Relations
Telephones
Circuits
Hardware - Purchase
Hardware Maintenance
Computer Materials
Members - Fares
Members - Mileage
Members - Subsistence
Members - Special Regs Allowance
Members - Basic Allowance
Members - Daily Allowance
Members - NI Contributions
Non Recruitment Advertising
Conference Expenses
Official Functions
Bank Charges
Misc Expenditure
Subscriptions General
Partnerships
Government Grants General
Costs Recovered - General
OOLICE AUTHORITY - TOTAL

Original
Budget
£
422,300
2,500
0
23,200
44,100
0
0
200
0
3,000
7,100
0
16,200
0
0
2,500
1,000
500
2,700
500
10,000
3,600
1,500
112,100
29,000
17,000
25,000
4,500
2,000
3,000
2,000
0
6,000
15,500
1,000
70,700
153,000
10,100
18,300
0
7,000
300
5,500
14,200

Revised
Budget
£
422,300
2,500
0
23,200
44,100
0
0
200
0
3,000
7,100
0
16,200
0
0
2,500
1,000
500
2,700
500
10,000
3,600
1,500
112,100
29,000
17,000
25,000
4,500
2,000
3,000
2,000
0
6,000
15,500
1,000
70,700
153,000
10,100
18,300
0
7,000
300
5,500
14,200

34,200
0
0
0
1,071,300

34,200
0
0
0
1,071,300

Outturn
£
328,370
1,208
1,660
31,713
40,634
100
268
0
750
0
0
70
10,549
2,513
218
2,382
772
96
375
25
892
4,010
0
156,335
10,696
8,006
33,832
56
0
1,854
1,068
639
538
5,665
271
44,417
91,536
336
7,901
284
3,642
523
5,845
6,955
24,062
87,275
(87,275)
(477)
830,589

Over/
(Under)spend
£
(93,930)
(1,292)
1,660
8,513
(3,466)
100
268
(200)
750
(3,000)
(7,100)
70
(5,651)
2,513
218
(118)
(228)
(404)
(2,325)
(475)
(9,108)
410
(1,500)
44,235
(18,304)
(8,994)
8,832
(4,444)
(2,000)
(1,146)
(932)
639
(5,462)
(9,835)
(729)
(26,283)
(61,464)
(9,764)
(10,399)
284
(3,358)
223
345
(7,245)
(10,138)
87,275
(87,275)
(477)
(240,711)
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APPENDIX E AGENDA ITEM 10A

2012/13 Outturn - EM Collaboration / Regional Units

Collaboration

Original
Budget
£

Revised
Budget
£

Outturn
£

Over /
(Under)
Spend
£

Cash Contributions to Regional Units
EM TSU

472,700

472,700

450,847

(21,853)

EM Legal Services

374,900

324,900

244,522

(80,378)

1,049,000

1,049,500

911,974

(137,526)

200,000

224,566

1,297,500

1,919,600

1,853,437

(66,163)

275,200

323,400

288,275

(35,125)

2,200

2,200

EM Forensics
EM Police Collaboration Team
EMSOU SOC
EM Major Crime Command Team
EM Major Crime Casualty Bureau

24,566

0

EM CHRS - Occupational Health Unit

120,000

402,900

378,086

(24,814)

EM CHRS - Learning and Development

206,000

715,900

605,289

(110,611)

202,500

215,555

13,055

3,795,300

5,613,600

5,175,326

0

0

214,368

3,795,300

5,613,600

5,389,694

(223,906)

1,968,600

1,931,300

1,830,623

(100,677)

EM Procurement
Audit Fees
Sub-Total - cash contributions to Regional Units
plus Agreed contribution to EMSOU Reserves from underspends
TOTAL - CASH CONTRIBUTIONS

576

576
(438,274)
214,368

In Kind Contributions
Incurred by Derbyshire
additional recharge
TOTAL - IN KIND CONTRIBUTIONS

79,959

79,959

1,968,600

1,931,300

1,910,582

(20,719)

2,595,000

2,345,100

2,445,559

100,459

Derbyshire Major Crime Unit
Costs met by Derbyshire *
Costs rechargeable to other forces
TOTAL - DERBYSHIRE MAJOR CRIME UNIT

(1,193)
2,595,000

2,345,100

2,444,365

(1,193)
99,265

Other costs rechargeable to region
EMSOU - professional fees incurred in 2011/12

(16,221)

(16,221)

HR - L & D posts

(24,390)

(24,390)

(40,611)

(40,611)

TOTAL - OTHER RECHARGEABLE COSTS
COLLABORATION - TOTAL

8,358,900

9,890,000

9,704,030

(185,970)

Underspend excluding internal Major Crime Unit costs

(285,236)

Underspend before contribution to EMSOU reserves

(499,604)

Other shared costs
6120 Derby/Notts shared IT Costs
65,000
81,572
* Costs of the Major Crime Unit exclude expenditure on major incidents which is met from a budget managed by
Crime Support

16,572

APPENDIX F AGENDA ITEM 10A

East Midlands Counter-Terrorism Intelligence Unit
Revenue Budget Outturn 2012/13
Over/
(Under)spend
£

Original Budget
£

Revised Budget
£

532,300

532,300

566,436

1,636,900

1,636,900

1,539,580

(97,320)

Total Police Officers

2,169,200

2,169,200

2,106,016

(63,184)

PolIce Staff

1,123,900

1,123,900

1,196,793

72,893

Budget Heading
Police Officers - Derbyshire
Police Officers - Other Forces

Other Employee Expenses

Outturn
£

34,136

70,000

70,000

93,876

23,876

Premises

280,000

280,000

318,358

38,358

Transport

250,000

250,000

218,233

(31,767)

Supplies & Services

296,900

296,900

782,694

485,794

Revenue Contribution to Capital

0

0

185,195

185,195

Income
EMCTIU - NET EXPENDITURE

4,140,000

4,140,000

4,840,407

700,407

(4,140,000)

(4,140,000)

(4,840,407)

(700,407)

Grant Funding
EMCTIU - TOTAL

(50,000)

0

(50,000)

0

(60,758)

0
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STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
24 JUNE 2013
JOINT REPORT OF CHIEF CONSTABLE AND TREASURER

10B:

CAPITAL OUTTURN 2012/13

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

This report shows the Capital Outturn against the 2012/13 Capital Programme and
associated slippage into 2013/14.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
Capital Expenditure

2.1

The Force’s capital outturn position for 2012/13 is shown at Appendix A. It shows
actual expenditure of £5.542m against an approved Capital Programme for 2012/13
of £7.896m as summarised below:-

Capital Programme

Building Works
Vehicles & Equipment
Total IS Schemes
Invest to Save Schemes
East Midlands Counter Terrorism
Intelligence Unit (EMCTIU)
Capital Programme
Regional Schemes - EMTSU & EM
Forensics - funded by region
Total Capital Programme
(including region)
Hardware, Software and equipment
(funded through RCCO at year end
therefore budget in Revenue)
TOTAL
2.2

2012/13
Budget
£'000
1.957
2.400
2.402
0.793

2012/13
Outturn
£'000
1.239
1.703
1.190
0.343

Budget
Remaining
£'000
0.718
0.697
1.212
0.450

Slippage
Required
£’000
0.718
0.692
1.012
0.424

0.344

0.295

0.049

0

7.896

4.770

3.126

2.846

0.227

(0.227)

4.997

2.899

7.896

2.846

0.545
5.542

I
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t should also be noted that Total Capital Expenditure includes £0.545m for Hardware,
software and equipment budgeted for in revenue which has been capitalised via a
Revenue Contribution to Capital Outlay (RCCO) at year end in order to comply with
accounting standards.
2.3

Derbyshire is lead Force for the regional East Midlands Technical Support Unit
(EMTSU) and East Midlands Forensics. The split between Derbyshire Constabulary
and Regional Capital Expenditure on behalf of these units is:-

Derbyshire Police

Outturn
£’000
5.315

Regional Units

0.227

Total

5.542

2.4

As lead Force Derbyshire prepares the accounts for these Regional units, as such
the £0.227m expenditure will be shared between the appropriate forces, Derbyshire’s
share will be £0.051m. In addition Derbyshire will have a share of any capital
expenditure that the East Midlands Special Operations Unit (EMSOU) incur for which
Leicestershire is the lead Force.

2.5

The required slippage into 2013/14 amounts to £2.846m. This compares with a total
underspend of £3.126m (excluding the Regional Units, this spending has been
funded by the region).

2.6

The main areas of slippage are as follows and are referenced to Appendix A:-

Building Schemes (£718,000)
2.7

Capitalised Maintenance – the slippage is to part fund tarmacing works at HQ, this
contract was retendered and will commence in 2013/14.

2.8

Urgent Heating Works/Energy Efficiency –This budget was for the Biomass Boiler,
this work has been out for tender, some fees have been spent and the works will
commence in 2013/14.

2.9

Canteen Area Refurbishment - This project has been put on hold pending a
decision on the way forward with the Admin and Exec Block Refurbishment.

Vehicles and Equipment (£692,000)
2.10

Vehicles – This mainly relates to vehicles ordered in 2012/13 to be delivered in
2013/14.

2.11

Equipment – This is for Firearms Body Armour, the purchase was delayed whist the
Framework Contract for body armour was sorted.

2.12

ANPR – This is for schemes that will commence in 2013/14 following approval of the
ANPR Strategic Board.
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2.13

Digital Interview Equipment – The first phase of this project has been completed,
this will be reviewed prior to a second regional phase.

IS Schemes (£1,012,000)
2.14

IS Replacement Projects – The slippage is mainly required for the purchase of
Ipads that were delivered in April 2013.

2.15

IS Infrastructure Works – This is mainly slippage in respect of the Network Upgrade
project which is tied in with the Voicemail Telephony System Replacement. The
scheme is still being rolled out to locations around the Force. The budget will also be
used for Network Monitoring Tools.

2.16

IS Customer Projects – This is for various schemes. The main schemes being
carried forward are Mobile DATA and software for the Professional Standards Unit.
Orders were placed for the software but the schemes will be progressed in 2013/14.

Invest to Save (£424,000)
2.17

This is for schemes that have been started in 2012/13 such as the HR Regional
Transactional Services scheme which will be completed in 2013/14 and schemes
that are being reviewed before further work is commenced such as Live Links and
the Auto Vehicle/People Location system.

East Midlands Counter Terrorism Unit
2.18

These schemes were grant funded by ACPO Tam. There is no slippage as the
budget remaining will be paid back to ACPO Tam.

Financing
2.19

The financing of the Capital Programme in 2012/13 is as follows:Derbyshire
Police
£m
0.556

Regiona
l Units
£m
0.195

3.119

0.032

3.151

0.088

-

0.088

Government Grant

1.112

-

1.112

Capital Receipts

0.440

-

0.440

Total Financing

5.315

0.227

5.542

Financing
Revenue Contributions
Reserves
Contributions from other
bodies

TOTAL
£m
0.751
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Capital Receipts
2.20

Capital receipts from the sale of property amounting to £0.440m were received in
2012/13 compared to a budget of £0.437m.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

That the Capital outturn and associated slippage as contained within the report is
noted and approved.

3.2

That the financing of the Capital expenditure as contained within the report is noted
and approved.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
LOW
x
x
x

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Risk
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

MEDIUM

HIGH

x
x
x
x
x
x
Name: Chief Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572020
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

APPENDIX DETAILS
A

Capital Expenditure Outturn 2012/13
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Capital Expenditure Outturn 2012/13
Ref

EXPENDITURE
Building Works
Capitalised Maintenance & Small adaptations & Business Continuity
Legislative works(Asbestos,smoke detectors,legionella,DDA, M&Eng)
Upgrade of electrical systems CDHQ
Replacement of UPS Kit
Urgent Heating Works/Energy Efficiency
Enquiry Office Branding
Multi Purpose Hall Refurbishment
Canteen Area Refurbishment
C Block Refurbishment
B Division Heating Fees (Budget in 2013/14)
Cotton Lane Refurbishment Fees (Budget in 2013/14)
Building schemes completed in previous year remaining costs

2012/13
Budget
£'000

439
107
286
96
331
47
133
100
418
-

2012/13
Outturn
£'000

355
53
308
31
(47)
141
379
14
3
2

Budget
Remaining
£'000

Slippage
Required
£'000

84
54
(22)
65
378
47
(8)
100
39
(14)
(3)
(2)

74
34
64
378
46
100
39
(14)
(3)
-

718

-

Total Building Works

1,957

1,239

718

Vehicles & Equipment
General Vehicle Replacement Programmes
Chief Officer Vehicles

1,461
60

1,289
30

172
30

172
30

122
334
423

29
86
269

93
248
154

89
248
153

Total Vehicles & Equipment

2,400

1,703

697

IS Schemes
IS Replacement Projects
IS Infrastructure Projects
Customer Projects

1,065
894
443

936
105
149

129
789
294

Total IS Schemes

2,402

1,190

1,212

1,012

Invest to Save Schemes

793

343

450

424

East Midlands Counter Terrorism Intelligence Unit (EMCTIU)

344

295

49

7,896

4,770

3,126

Equipment
ANPR related schemes
Digital Equipment for recording PACE interviews

TOTAL PLANNED EXPENDITURE
Regional Schemes - EMTSU & EM Forensics - funded by region

TOTAL PLANNED EXPENDITURE (including Region)
Hardware & Software (funded through RCCO at year end therefore
budget in Revenue)

TOTAL

227

7,896

4,997

(227)

2,899

692

88
647
277

2,846
-

2,846

545

5,542
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STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
24 JUNE 2013
JOINT REPORT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND CHIEF CONSTABLE

11A: APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS ON THE JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND
ASSURANCE COMMITTEE (JARAC)

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To advise the Commissioner and the Chief Constable of the outcome of the
appointment process to recruit independent members to the Joint Audit, Risk
and Assurance Committee (JARAC) and to seek their confirmation.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Terms of Reference for the Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee
were approved by the Commissioner and the Chief Constable and are
effective from 14 December 2012. In accordance with para 2.3, a recruitment
process was carried out, inviting applicants through a public advertisement.

2.2

It was agreed that the Chair of the committee be selected from one of the five
successful applicants and interested parties were required to demonstrate on
the application form how they met the additional criteria as detailed in the
Person Specification.

2.3

A total of five independent committee members to the JARAC were sought,
three for a 5 year period, and two for a 3 year period. Thereafter all positions
will be for a 5 year period, in order that there is a degree of continuity through
this rolling approach to appointments. All JARAC members will serve for a
maximum of two terms, each term being a maximum 5 years.

2.4

The Director of Finance and Business Services for the Chief Constable and
the Treasurer for the Commissioner undertook the process. A total of 15
applications were received and nine were invited to interview. There were 2
expressions of interest for the position of Chair. Interviews for the Chair were
1
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held on 22 April and Ms Alcock, having been successful, led the interview
panel for other members on 24 and 30 April. Ms Alcock has already been
confirmed as the Chair.
2.5

It is proposed that the remaining applicants be confirmed, subject to
satisfactory vetting and references.

3.

Ms S Hart

5 Year Term

Mr S Cook

5 Year Term

Mr M Carrington

3 Year Term

Mr A Salt

3 Year Term

RECOMMENDATION

That the Commissioner and Chief Constable confirm the appointment of S Hart and
S Cook for the period 1 June 2013 to 31 March 2018 (5 Year appointments) and M
Carrington and A Salt to 31 March 2016 (3 year appointments), subject to vetting
and references.
4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required
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LOW
Crime & Disorder

√

Environmental

√

Equality & Diversity

√

Financial

√

Health & Safety

√

Human Rights

√

Legal

√

Personnel

√

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy Treasurer

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@ derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None
ATTACHMENTS
None
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CHIEF CONSTABLES PERFORMANCE PANEL
PERFORMANCE REPORT - DCC GOODWIN

HUMAN RESOURCES

Unit

Time period
covered

Headcount
This Year

Headcount
Outturn
2012/13

FTE
This Year

FTE
Outturn
2012/13

Total Number of Police Officers

Volume

As at 1st
May 2013

1949

1960

1906.5

1917.1

Number of Police Staff excl PCSOs

Volume

As at 1st
May 2013

1434

1429

1223.3

1218.4

Number of PCSOs

Volume

As at 1st
May 2013

186

186

182.6

182.7

Unit

Time period
covered

Standard

This Year

Outturn
2011/12

Change

8.20

8.94

7.39

8.20

6.93

6.88

FORCE PERSONNEL

SICKNESS

Police Officer Sickness

Police Staff Sickness

12 months
ending
Feb '13
12 months
Working
ending
days lost
Feb '13

Working
days lost

Direction of
Travel

CONFIDENCE AND SATISFACTION

INDICATOR

Unit

Time period This Year to
covered
Date

2012/13
Outturn

2011/12
Outturn

Direction of
Travel

Region (5)

E&W
(43)

% of people who have confidence in the
police in their local area

%

12 months
to Dec '12

73.0%

n/a

73.9%

2nd

23rd

% of victims satisfied with the overall
service provided by the police

%

Apr '13

89.4%

87.0%

87.3%

2nd

13th

2012/13

Direction of
Travel

COMPLAINTS

INDICATOR

Unit

Time period This Year to
covered
Date

Number of complaints recorded

Volume

Apr '13

30

51

Number of allegations recorded

Volume

Apr '13

56

76

Number of complaints which were
suitable for local resolution

Volume

Current
N/A

N/A

N/A

Number of complaint investigations more
than 90 days old

Volume

Apr '13

5

8

% of complaints recorded in 10 days

%

Apr '13

97.0%

86.0%

% of complaints finalised in period which
were upheld

%

Apr '13

0.0%

13.0%

N/A
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SOURCE INFORMATION
Human Resources information is from Origin HR.
Confidence information is from CSEW
User Satisfaction data is from USAT database

KEY
Increasing
Stable
Decreasing

SPECIFIC DETAILS
Police officer information excludes all officers that are seconded, on regional units or on a career break. Direction of travel is
based on FTE and not headcount where applicable.
The ranking data for confidence (line 6) for the Region and England & Wales is based upon the latest available national data for
the 12 months ending December 2012.
The ranking data for user satisfaction (line 7) for the Region and England & Wales is based upon the latest available national
data for the 12 months ending March 2013.
The previous years information for complaints related to the same period of 2011/12 and not the outturn.

COMMENTS
It has currently not been possible to update the sickness information due to issues with Gateway
The latest quarters Crime Survey in England and Wales information has shown results remaining stable in comparison to the
previous quarter. Despite some areas remaining stable, this has actually resulted in an uplift in national ranking due to other
forces also experiencing falls in performance. This would suggest that the previous quarters sharp downturn may be attributable
to changes in methodology rather than a genuine fall in confidence however, further results are required to confirm this.
Although only one months information has been recorded, user satisfaction levels appear to have lifted slightly in the first month
of 2013/14.
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CHIEF CONSTABLES PERFORMANCE PANEL
PERFORMANCE REPORT - ACC COTTERILL

RECORDED CRIME

Unit

Time period
covered

This Year to Date

2012/13 Outturn

2011/12 Outturn

Direction of
Travel

Region (5)

E&W
(43)

Total Recorded Crime

% Change/ 01/04/2013 volume
27/05/2013

1.1%

89

-16.2%

-9,911

-6.4%

-4,176

1

12

Stealing Offences

% Change/ 01/04/2013 volume
27/05/2013

10.7%

439

-13.6%

-4,111

-2.0%

-613

1

12

3

Violence Against the Person

% Change/ 01/04/2013 volume
27/05/2013

-12.9%

-214

-14.2%

-1,620

-13.1%

-1,728

2

21

4

Criminal Damage

% Change/ 01/04/2013 volume
27/05/2013

0.4%

6

-23.8%

-2,735

-9.1%

-1,158

2

14

Rape & Sexual Offences

% Change/ 01/04/2013 volume
27/05/2013

14.2%

17

-6.7%

-58

-22.6%

-254

1

11

6

Gun Crime Offences

% Change/
volume

Apr '12 to
Mar '13

+10.4%

84

-37.9%

77

3

31

7

Knife and Sharp Instrument Offences

% Change/
volume

Apr '12 to
Mar '13

+21.8%

290

-33.7%

238

2

22

Drug offences

% Change/ 01/04/2013 volume
27/05/2013

-14.3%

-65

-3.4%

-94

+5.9%

+155

4

15

Domestic Violence Offences

% Change/ 01/04/2013 volume
27/05/2013

-5.0%

-39

+8.0%

+365

-1.5%

-70

% Change/ 01/04/2013 volume
27/05/2013

-13.2%

-10

-9.0%

-40

-17.7%

-95

2

19

Region (5)

E&W
(43)

3

23

1
2

5

8
9

10 Racially and Religiously Aggravated Offences

This Year to Date

CRIME INVESTIGATION

Unit

2012/13 Outturn

2011/12 Outturn

Time period
covered

Direction of
Travel

SDR

POR

SDR

POR

SDR

POR

27.0%

36.0%

27.1%

36.6%

Rate

01/04/2013 27/05/2013

25.7%

33.5%

Volume

01/04/2013 27/05/2013

7.8%

n/a

9.0%

n/a

9.5%

n/a

Rate

01/04/2013 27/05/2013

16.3%

20.4%

17.6%

22.4%

18.1%

23.2%

4

24

14 Violence Against the Person Investigation

Rate

01/04/2013 27/05/2013

37.5%

56.5%

37.2%

59.1%

38.4%

61.8%

4

28

15 Criminal Damage Investigation

Rate

01/04/2013 27/05/2013

11.2%

21.4%

13.2%

23.2%

12.6%

22.6%

3

22

Rate

01/04/2013 27/05/2013

24.8%

27.7%

30.2%

32.5%

29.4%

32.0%

1

17

17 Drug Offences Investigation

Rate

01/04/2013 27/05/2013

101.5%

103.6%

92.4%

93.4%

94.4%

95.1%

3

29

19 Domestic Violence Investigation

Rate

01/04/2013 27/05/2013

41.6%

57.0%

41.0%

57.9%

42.5%

61.9%

Racially and Religiously Aggravated Crime
Investigation

Rate

01/04/2013 27/05/2013

47.0%

60.6%

46.1%

58.1%

49.9%

60.3%

3

16

ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

Unit

Time period
covered

Rate

01/04/2013 27/05/2013

11 All Crime Investigation
12 Restorative Disposal Rate
13 Stealing Offences Investigation

16 Rape & Sexual Offences Investigation

18

20 Anti-Social Behaviour Incidents

This Year to Date
-13.1%

-1,101

SOURCE INFORMATION
All indicators included within this scorecard have information sourced from both
Guardian for Force information and IQuanta for comparative information

2012/13 Outturn
-8.1%

-5,042

2011/12 Outturn
-7.1%

Direction of
Travel

-4,830

KEY

Increasing/decreasing BUT improving
Stable
Increasing/decreasing BUT deteriorating

SPECIFIC DETAILS
The volume of gun crime offences and knife crime offences and restorative disposals (lines 6 and 7) shown in the 2010/11 and 2011/12 outturn columns are based on the same period of the previous
year and not the whole of year in question.
The direction of travel alerter for the crime investigation indicators (lines 11, 13-19) is based upon the Positive Outcome Rate (POR) in comparison to the previous year.
Regional and National Comparisons are based on April 2012 to March 2013 information only due to issues with Iquanta. Knife and Gun crime national and regional comparisons are for the period 12
months ending December 2012 and March 2013 respectively.
Of the firearms offences, 28 were classified as actual firearms, 7 were imitation firearms, 44 were air weapons and there were 5 other type firearms offences.

COMMENTS
The first eight weeks the majority of crime areas have seen an increase in the number of offences recorded. The exception to this is violence against the person offences which have seen the fall in
recorded offences from 2012/13 continue into this year. Drug offences have also seen a fall in the first eight weeks of 2013/14.
Most areas have also seen a fall in positive outcome rates.
Both gun an knife crime have seen increases this year in comparison to the previous year, despite both areas remaining significantly below the same period of 2010/11. Both knife and gun crime figures
are collated based on specific offence types only. Analysis of the information shows no particular trend or issues that would account for the increase seen this year as the majority of the offences are
not linked. As numbers are small for knife crime and particular firearms offences, small volume changes may result in large fluctuations in the percentage change.
Of the 28 actual firearms offences recorded, the weapon were only fired in two of the incidents. The first of these was when a rifle was used to shoot out a security light in an aggravated burglary. There
were no persons present at the offence other than the offenders. In the second incident, the weapon was fired
through a locked door where persons were in the property at the time. In a number of the offences, the actual weapon itself was not seen but it is assumed that a
firearm was present.
The number of ASB incidents recorded continues to fall.
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CHIEF CONSTABLES PERFORMANCE PANEL
PERFORMANCE REPORT - ACC COLLINS

CONTACT MANAGEMENT

INDICATOR

Unit

Time period This Year to
covered
Date

2012/13
Outturn

Direction of
Travel

Region (5)

E&W
(43)

1 % 999 calls within 15 seconds

%

Apr '13

92.1%

91.6%

n/a

n/a

2 % 999 calls abandoned

%

Apr '13

1.4%

1.7%

n/a

n/a

%

Apr '13

88.9%

91.5%

n/a

n/a

%

Apr '13

3.6%

3.4%

n/a

n/a

3

% non-999 calls answered within 60
seconds

4 % non-999 calls abandoned

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT

INDICATOR

Unit

5 No of fatal/serious road traffic casualties

Volume

-Of which were fatal road traffic
collisions

Volume

Time period This Year to
covered
Date

12 months
ending
Feb 13
12 months
ending
Feb 13

2011/12
Outturn

2010/11
Outturn

375

443

406

20

38

31

6 Number of firearm deployments

Volume

Apr '13

13

25

14

7 Number of taser deployments

Volume

Apr '13

16

45

14

8

Number of helicopter deployments for
Derbyshire incidents

Volume

Apr '13

83

56

n/a

9

Number of helicopter deployments for
Nottinghamshire incidents

Volume

Apr '13

124

79

n/a

10

Number of helicopter deployments for
other force incidents

Volume

Apr '13

1

8

n/a

Direction of
Travel

SPECIAL CONSTABULARY

FORCE PERSONNEL

11 Number of Specials

12

% of active Specials committing 4 hrs per
week or more

Unit

Time period
covered

Headcount
This Year

Headcount
Outturn
2011/12

FTE
This Year

FTE
Outturn
2011/12

Volume

As at 1st
March 13

283

373

n/a

n/a

%

3 months
ending
Feb 13

45.4%

56.4%

n/a

n/a

Direction of
Travel
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13 Specials FTE per week

Volume

3 months
ending
Feb 13

n/a

n/a

23.8

34.0

Direction of
Travel

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

INDICATOR

14 Number of Arrests

15 No Further Action to Charge Ratio

Unit

Time period
covered

This Year

2011/12

Volume

Apr '12 to
Feb '13

1700*

1855

1.7

n/a

252

256

Ratio

12 months
ending
Feb 12
As at 31st
March
2013

16 Number of outstanding warrants

Volume

17 Number of driver awareness courses

Volume

Apr '12 to
Mar '13

394

404

18 Number of speed awareness courses

Volume

Apr '12 to
Mar '13

18727

14475

SOURCE INFORMATION
Data from Contact Management Department.
RTC information is sourced from the accidents database.
Special Constabulary information is sourced from HR.

n/a

KEY
Increasing/decreasing BUT
improving
Stable
Increasing/decreasing BUT
deteriorating

SPECIFIC DETAILS
Volumes of data shown in the 2010/11 and 2011/12 outturn columns for lines 7-10 are based on the same period of the
previous year and not the whole of year in question.
Line 12: An active Special Constable is defined as any Special Constable that has committed any hours within the last
13 weeks (standard quarter) of the period covered.
Line 13: The Specials FTE is based on the average number of weekly hours committed by specials during the period.
This value is equivalent to the number of police officers that would be required to perform that number of hours.
Line 14: Current arrest figures for 2013/14 are at present an estimate due to reporting issues within GEM Case and
Custody. Previous year figures relates to the same period of 2012/13
Line 15: Previous years information is at present unavailable.

Line 18: The number of driver and speed awareness courses shown is the number of people who have opted to take
the course within Derbyshire and not the number of people who have been caught speeding within Derbyshire. At
present this information is currently unavailable.

COMMENTS
Contact Management performance has seen recent improvements and April 2013 performance is above the outturn
performance for 2012/13.
Up to date specials hours information is currently not available. Duty Sheet was launched in May 2013 which allows
Special Constables to complete their hours of duty via the internet. This new system will provide more accurate
information as to the total number of hours that have been completed by Specials but also will give additional
information as to the types of work carried out by Special Constables whilst on duty.
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STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
MONDAY 24 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

13B: THEMATIC REPORT ON COMMUNITY POLICING
1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To update the Office for the Police and Crime Commissioner on Community
Policing for Derbyshire.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

Community Policing in Derbyshire is driven by the Safer Neighbourhood
Teams (SNT) based within local communities. The teams work closely with
Community Safety Partnerships to find local solutions to local crime and
antisocial behaviour problems.

2.2

Safer Neighbourhood Teams are managed by the Divisions. They compose of
a combination of Police Officers, Police Community Support Officers (PCSO)
and Special Constables. The size and composition of each team is dependent
on several factors: the initial divisional allocation of all resources by
Headquarters, the extent of the crime and antisocial behaviour problems at
local SNT level and the geographical area to be policed. The final decision as
to the composition of each team will be that of the divisional commander.

2.3

The table below outlines the numbers of SNT staff for the current and past
two years broken down by Police Officer and PCSO per division.
SNT OFFICERS AND PCSO FTE NUMBERS FOR 3 YEARS ENDED
31 MARCH 2013
SNT Officers

B DIV

C DIV

D DIV

FORCE

March 2013

22.75

62.55

78.81

164.11

March 2012

25.7

66.84

77.85

170.39

March 2011

31

65

74

170

March 2013

31

68.7

76.8

176.5

March 2012

28

66.5

74.5

169

March 2011

29

69.55

78.54

177.09

PCSO

1
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2.4

There is no tenure period for any SNT staff and performance is monitored
through the Force Performance Development Review (PDR) process.

2.5

SNT officers may sometimes be abstracted from their duty with the main
reasons being for football duties, scene guarding or other public events.
Abstractions are defined as ‘anything other than a tour of duty on their
neighbourhood performing their primary role’. Duty on their neighbourhood
performing their primary role is defined as “time spent on activity/tasks directly
related to the identified priorities of their neighbourhood or other management,
community or engagement work within their neighbourhood.” There is no
maximum period of time that an SNT officer is permitted to be abstracted from
SNT duties. Divisional command teams are responsible for monitoring the
levels of abstractions and high levels are investigated and addressed to
prevent further reoccurrence. The data is abstracted from specific searches
from the Duty Management System (DMS) however no formal monitoring
process is in place to record abstraction rates.

2.6

Community SNT meetings/panels/forums hold the police and partners to
account on local priorities that impact on the community are agreed and
reviewed on a quarterly basis. SNTs work with the community and local
organisations to tackle these agreed priorities and then provide regular
updates on progress. It is expected that each meeting will have at least one
SNT member in attendance with Section Inspectors monitoring all
performance matters. Public attendance is variable according to each SNT
area and meeting, with a trend of a small number of regular attendees evident
across the county.

2.7

SNT surgeries are held in the local communities on an infrequent basis and
are subject to local demand. In some areas they are not popular and are
poorly attended.

2.8

Publicity for community engagement events are by the Force website and
quarterly newsletters/leaflets distributed in neighbourhood in key locations.
Twitter is increasingly more popular as a communications tool. Derbyshire
Constabulary currently has 31 Police Officers and PCSOs using their own
individual Twitter accounts since launching the initiative in August 2012.
These accounts represent the policing areas that the officers cover, and are
purely voluntary.

2.9

The accounts have an average of 54 followers, the more established accounts
have more than 100 followers, with the most being 320 for Shipley View and
Cotmanhay. The account for the Force has just under 20,000 followers.

2.10

All participating officers are given full training and guidance before being
allowed to take control of their account. The output from the officers beyond
this point is monitored centrally within the New Media Team through a social
media dashboard to ensure compliance with the standards expected.
2
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2.11

Good social media practice is exercised to ensure that followers are not lost
through saturation of their own timeline. Individual Tweet takes only a few
minutes to craft, with each officer typically sending between one and five in an
average working shift.

2.12

The idea behind the accounts as a communication tool came from the
immediacy of message, localisation, interactivity and transparency that the
platform afforded. The officers that have taken up the role of Tweeting have
more than exceeded this initial brief, being inventive in their use of Twitter to
highlight good work, appeals and indeed their cultivation of community
involvement. It also enables the cross-pollination of information from the main
force Twitter account and the SNT accounts, and vice-versa.

2.13

Given that the cost of this initiative has only been in officer and staff time, this
medium is an extremely cost-effective way of communicating directly with
local communities.

2.14

It is evident that in Derbyshire, partnership working is strong and mature at
district and county level. For example, HMIC identified that the management
of Persons Susceptible to Harm (PSH), through dedicated officers is good
practice and further enhances the strength of local partnership working. Many
examples can be found of effective partnership working to address local ASB
issues, some of which involved engaging local communities to assist in
resolving the problem. Partnership performance meetings consider vulnerable
and repeat victims and put plans in place to reduce the risk and the likelihood
of harm. Information and data sharing is common across the wider
partnerships to assist in solving local problems.

2.15

Community engagement in resolving localised problems is well established.
Examples include, a street pastor scheme in support of the Derby City night
time economy, street clean ups and community walkabouts. Further examples
include communities funding diversionary activities for young people and
becoming involved in ‘inter-generation’ days which brought young and old
together to break down barriers and reduce concerns.

2.16

The Force engages effectively with appropriate partner agencies to tackle
short, mid and long term ASB and local issues. There is a shared
performance management approach within the County CSP who share
objectives. Police officers are embedded into partnerships which help to
ensure appropriate coordination of activity. Police Officers are members of
Community Safety Partnerships represented at Sergeant level and above and
are fully active.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

That the contents of the report be noted.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
3
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HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required
LOW
Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

MEDIUM
x

HIGH

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Name: Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572675
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

4
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STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
24 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

13C: BUSINESS CHANGE PROJECT BOARD UPDATE
1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To advise the Commissioner of the Business Change Programme’s Project
Summary report to May 2013.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

There are 16 projects running at present in Force, 5 of these are under the
umbrella of the ‘Moving Forward’ Programme and 3 in association with the
Regional Collaboration Programme.

2.2

Attached at Appendix A to this report is the Project Summary to May 2013
that details the Board membership, go-live date(s) status and comments
relative to each Project.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

For the members of the meeting to note.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

4.1

There are no additional considerations to those contained within the report
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be
contained within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of
the author
LOW – no narrative required
LOW
Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel

MEDIUM

HIGH

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
1
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Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

Name: Chief Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572020
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. Business Change Programme’s Project Summary for May 2013

2

Restricted ‐ Management

Business Change Programme’s Project Summary – May 2013
Force Projects
Project
Custody and Case
Prep Project ‐ CuCP

Board
Executive
Senior User
Senior Tech
PCC
Project Manager

ACC D Collins
Supt S Gamblin
Mrs D Hillifer
Mr A Charles

Go‐live Date(s)

Status

Go‐live 4/11,
7/09/11, 2/11/11,
07/12/11, 7/03/12,
28/03/12 25/4/12
14/05/12 ,
C/Prep – 16/05/12
achieved
Custody – 23/05/12
achieved

Testing on the Audit Viewer is complete. A
number of issues have been highlighted and
sent to Northgate but as yet no timescale as
been given for their resolution.
The patches to solve the Whiteboard issues
seem to have worked but they are still be
monitored.
The ENSEMBLE release to fix fingerprint status
in PNC and reintroduce the bad format XML
patch was expected to be installed into UAT on
20 May 2013; it actually took place on 21 May
2013. However, due to errors encountered in
Force UAT it was backed out of. The errors did
not occur in Northgate QA and therefore
ENSEMBLE code is being compared. Expected
to be resolved prior to next Custody release in
June 2013.
PNLD updates for both Custody and Case went
into UAT on 21 May 2013; however, there is an
issue whereby the user is thrown out of the
editor. It is believed that the issue was either
due to a software or data error. Northgate have
yet to offer a timescale as to when it can be
resolved. Further research is to be undertaken.
In relation to the Case release 2.4., the SAF was
provided on 17 May 2013 and it was installed
into UAT on 23 May 2013. It is still to be
confirmed but it is anticipated that Go Live will
take place on 5 June 2013. However, the release
date for Custody 2.1.8, which has now become
2.2.0., is still not confirmed but is expected to
be in June 2013.
Cameras are now working in the CIM Kiosks

Restricted ‐ Management

Comments

Restricted ‐ Management

Project
Demand
Management
Project – DMP

Board
Executive
Senior User
Senior Tech

ACC D Collins
Supt D Matthews
C/Supt G Knighton

Project Manager C/Inspector T Harrison

Go‐live Date(s)

Status

New shift pattern
go‐live – 3/01/12

Testing of XC v2.4.2.13, the final version before
going live continues. The expected Go Live is
currently June 2013.
As of the last Board Meeting on 29 April 2013,
Humberside were being closely monitored by
the Force as they were a week ahead with
testing.
Work continues with the Mapping updates and
the transferral of Contingency Plans. Northgate
are assisting by creating a program to help with
the transferral of 60+ Plans
£30,000 of the budget has been used to
purchase storage for five years in respect of
regional and neighbouring Force Maps.
The Board agreed at the last Meeting that there
will be no Disaster Recovery solution for XC at
present but it would be reviewed as part of the
new Command and Control System project.
A review has been conducted of common
themes
where
Operational
Support
Department staff can support BCUs. Key areas
include Intercept of criminals and outstanding
suspects through ANPR, deployments of TASER
to violent incidents, support for community
based Fatal Four and road safety initiatives and
use of TPAC and specialist support.

Restricted ‐ Management

Comments

Restricted ‐ Management

Project
Duty Management
System
Development
Group ‐ DMSDG

Board
Executive
Senior User
Senior Tech

Go‐live Date(s)

DCC A Goodwin
Supt D Matthews
Mr P Mason
Mrs D Hillifer

Project Manager C/Inspector T Frohwein

Status

Comments

New Book On/Book Off (BoBo) procedure took
effect as of 13 May 2013 thereby reducing the
amount of double keying that DMU have to
carry out. The Training Package to accompany
BoBo has also been launched.
The new Planned Absence Request form has
been signed off. A number of issues identified
with the operating system have been resolved
bar one relating to Microsoft XP.
DMS Diary was not successful and will need to
be rewritten by the supplier. Divisions will
continue to use the Microsoft Outlook process.
The Supervisors Training Package has been re‐
written.

Guardian Strategic
Programme ‐ GSP

Executive
Senior User
Senior Tech

Mr T Neaves
D/Insp R Alton
Mr D Stone

Two demonstrations of Athena are to be
undertaken; the first being a general
introduction and briefing session on the Athena
product and the second an in‐depth end‐to‐end
demonstration of the System once the
technical Go Live has taken place.
Negotiations with the Athena Management
Organisation (AMO) are ongoing and of the
seven interim releases, six have been delivered
as of April 2013. The remaining UAT release is
being developed and workshops are being held
in conjunction with the AMO to determine
whether the UAT release will be delayed or an
eighth release will be required.
Confirmation dates in relation to the read only
version of Guardian which will allow a limited
number of users (50) access to Guardian
information when the system is taken down are
awaited. Four stages of patches are required
and all of which are expected to be deployed by
15 July 2013.

Restricted ‐ Management

.

Restricted ‐ Management

Project

Board

Go‐live Date(s)

Guardian Strategic
Programme – GSP
continued

Status

Comments

Guardian needs to keep going until Athena or a
similar replacement system is in a position to
takeover and as a result, some of the hardware,
which is approximately seven years old, needs
to be updated. Work has been commissioned to
start refreshing the hardware.

Information
Management
Programme ‐ IMPB

Chairman

DCC A Goodwin

Mr Eaton will be the gatekeeper of what can be
kept in the former canteen kitchen at
Headquarters which is to be used as a storage
facility.

Details on individual Projects/Groups
available from the Business Change
Programme.

Moving Forward
Strategic
Programme –
MFSPB

Executive

CC M Creedon

The MFSPB is the overarching governance body
of the Moving Forward Programme. This is
where all strategic decisions are made.

This Group is currently inactive.

MFOIG provides the Moving Forward
Programme with the operational direction and
governance and oversees the portfolio of
Projects ‐ current and future.

This Group is currently inactive.

The remit of MFCP currently includes 1 ongoing
Workstream and 2 that are on‐hold. To date 74
have been completed

This Group is currently inactive although
work continues on the Efficiency Savings
and Workstreams.

Moving Forward
Operational
Implementation
Group ‐ MFOIG

Programme Co‐ordinator
C/Supt G Knighton
Executive
DCC A Goodwin
Programme Co‐ordinator
C/Supt G Knighton
Programme Manager C/Insp A Palmer

Moving Forward
Co‐ordination
Programme ‐ MFCP

Executive
Senior User
Senior Tech

C/Supt G Knighton
Mr D Fern
Mrs D Hillifer;
Mr P Mason

Programme Manager C/Insp A Palmer

There are 94 savings proposals included within
Moving Forward Phase 3; of these, 27 are
Cashable Savings of which 22 have already
delivered a total of £169,950.
The total anticipated saving expected as a result
of Moving Forward 3 is £526,821.
The remaining 67 are Efficiency Savings, of
which 58 have been implemented as of 27 May
2013, producing non‐cashable savings of £17,879
of the anticipated £69,133 and 10,378 hours of
the anticipated 11,019 hours.

Restricted ‐ Management

Restricted ‐ Management

Project

Board

Go‐live Date(s)

Moving Forward
Co‐ordination
Programme – MFCP
continued

Status
7 of the 10 Divisions/Departments have delivered
all of their Efficiency Savings for Phase 3; Crime
Support and Information Services each have 4
outstanding and Operational Support have 1.
Mobile Data: Usage of the PDAs has risen
steadily.
Road Traffic Collisions (RTCs) are running
successfully since Go Live at the beginning of
May 2013.
The Training Manual has been completed and
within the first five days the intranet page was
accessed over 600 times.
Pre‐Production V7.8.1, which is made up of
Collision enhancements was delivered week
commencing 3 June 2013.
The Mobile Data Strategic Group have stipulated
that Tetra Tabs should be rolled out as soon as
possible. The trial is expected to be limited to 2
months.
Initial scoping work is to be conducted in
relation to Sudden Deaths report becoming a
fully electronic process.
The Guardian read only release has now been
delivered into Force but testing still needs to be
undertaken.
The Officer Survey concluded on 22 May 2013;
25% of Officers responded with their priorities
for the preferred functionality with Crime
Recording, Dash, Crime Contracts and Compact
Mispers being the most popular choices.

Moving Forward
Staff Engagement
and Consultation
Group ‐ MFSECG

Chairman

Mr P Mason

All personnel related matters arising from the
Moving Forward Programme and the Transition
to the Police and Crime Commissioner are
considered by the MFSECG, which provides a
focal point to ensure all issues affecting the
workforce (individually or collectively) are
addressed in a timely manner and with a
consistent approach.

Restricted ‐ Management

Comments

Restricted ‐ Management

Project
PFI

Rebuild/Restoration
of Phases 1 & 3

Board
Mr Neaves

Project Manager

Mrs Sismey

Executive
Senior User
Senior Tech

OzBox Expansion
Project ‐ OEP

Go‐live Date(s)

Chairman

Mr T Neaves
C/Supt G Knighton
C/Supt D Platts
Mr D Vaughan
Mrs Hillifer

Project Manager
Executive
Senior User
Senior Tech
OPCC

Mr I Oldfield
ACC D Collins
T/C/Supt K Mahay
Supt G McLaughlin
Mr H Dhindsa

Project Manager

C/Insp B McKeown

Status

Comments

New project initiated to participate in a HM
Treasury Pilot Review to identify savings
opportunities for Derby PFI. The project will;
 Identify areas where changes to the contract
(including investment) would realise savings
including review of the specification;
 Identify and review areas where savings have
already been realised and capture best
practice;
 Review the current contract management
arrangements and identify areas where
improvements can be made in line with
developing best practice.
New project initiated to explore the feasibility of
refurbishing and/or replacing Phase 1 & 3
buildings at Force HQ.

Mr Howe, University of Derby presented the
findings of his independent review or
Normanton Park Gym at the Board Meeting on
30 May 2013. The feedback from discussion with
young people attending the sessions, volunteers
and Mr Osbaldeston was generally very good;
 young people see Ozbox as a positive
scheme to be involved with and take a lot
away from it
 a slight negative is that most young people
did not recognise the involvement the Police
had in the scheme. C/Inspector McKeown will
look into this further

Restricted ‐ Management

 Information on Ozbox sessions: 01246
522304
 Ozbox volunteers call 01629 532053 or
email claire.austin@derbyshire.gov.uk
 Email: ozbox@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
 Web‐site: www.ozbox.org

Restricted ‐ Management

Project

Board

Go‐live Date(s)

Status

Comments

 There was no evidence to prove Ozbox
helped reduce ASB and criminal damage as
Mr Howe was unable to complete case
studies. However, statistical data from other
sources do indicate a significant drop in ASB
within a 250m radius of the Gym.

OzBox Expansion
Project – OEP
continued

Once the Allenton Gym has bedded in
(July/August 2013) another Gym will be
identified as part of Year 2 of the Project.
C/Inspector McKeown has been invited to
Naples in July 2013 to help promote an Ozbox
workshop as part of the European Union
endeavour to help identify worthwhile projects
that help reduce crime.

Collaboration Projects
Project
Command and
Control System
Project ‐ CnCS

Executive
Senior User
Senior Tech

Derbyshire /
Nottinghamshire IS
Collaboration
Programme ‐ DNISC
HR Shared Service
Centre Project ‐
HRSSC

Project Manager
Chairman

Board

Go‐live Date(s)

Status

ACC D Collins
ACC S Torr
Supt D Mathews
Ms P Smith
Mr R Cariss

The Command and Control System Project is a
new project introduced to implement an
improved and more efficient solution to
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire’s Command
and Control systems.

Mr I Rushton
Mr T Neaves
Mrs M Monckton

No further update at this time.

Programme Manager
Mr R Cariss
Executive
Mr P Mason (Derbys)
Senior Supplier
Ms E Herod (Notts)
Ms C Hever (Leics)
Mrs S Watts (Derbys)
Senior Tech
Mr T Glover(Leics)

Project Manager
Mr I Coulton
(EM Collaboration Team)

Regional
HR
Service Centre go‐
live dates:
Derbys ‐ 1 April 2012
29 January 2013 13
March 2013 (v18) & 2
September
2013
(V19)

On 17 April 2017 Capita were instructed to deliver
a high standard system to Leicestershire else the
October 2013 go‐live dates would need to be
addressed. In May 2013 it transpired that Capita
did not deliver what was required. Capita put
forward a proposal whereby they carry out 2
weeks of remedial work (free of charge)
commencing 3 June 2013. This would be
followed by testing and a full walkthrough of
documentation with staff in preparation for the

Restricted ‐ Management

Comments

Restricted ‐ Management

Project
HR Shared Service
Centre Project –
HRSSC
continued

Board

Go‐live Date(s)
Leics ‐ 1 October
2012 12 June 201 3
2 October 2013
(v19)
Notts ‐ 1 April 2013 10
July 2013 30 October
2013 (v19)

Status
Nottinghamshire Test Migration on 1 July 2013.
The Board agreed to Capita’s proposal, thereby
delaying the need for decision around go‐live
dated until the end of June 2013.
SPoCs from the 3 forces will be contacted to
identify what processes are being used and how
they need to interact with both the Service
Centre and the retained components.

Restricted ‐ Management

Comments
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STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
24 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

13D: HEALTH AND SAFETY UPDATE

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To update the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) on matters relating to health
and safety legislation, policies, procedures, accident/incident statistical information
and horizon scanning.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

Health and safety focuses mainly on the risks of injury and ill health that can arise
from the wide range of policing activities. The Constabulary recognises that good
health and safety management supports the delivery of effective policing services to
the people of Derbyshire.

2.2

The Constabulary maintains sensible and effective risk management principles to
manage risks and ensure the health and safety of its staff. Chief Officer and senior
management’s commitment including support is key to this process.

2.3

The most current statistics provided within this report relate to Quarter 1: January –
April 2013.

3.

LEGISLATION UPDATE

3.1

The Health and Safety (Sharp Instruments in Healthcare) Regulations 2013
Following publication of further guidance issued by the HSE in relation to these
Regulations, clarification has been gained with regard their application to other
organisations outside of the healthcare arena. The regulations only apply to the
healthcare sector and as such the measures currently in place within the Force for
the management of sharps and associated injuries remain current. For situations
where a healthcare worker may be required to work in a Force premise, it is for their
employer to ensure that suitable risk assessments and methods of work are
prepared, implemented and followed.

3.2

The Health and Safety (First Aid) Regulations
The above regulations have recently been subject to a review and the updated
legislation will come into effect in October 2013. The most significant change to these
regulations relates to the requirement for approval of training providers by the HSE.
This approval will no longer be necessary for training providers to deliver first aid at
work courses and as such they will have the opportunity to develop their own
syllabuses and course materials.
Whilst it is acknowledged that other courses will become available, the HSE have
recommended that the current First Aid at Work and Emergency First Aid at Work
courses will continue to provide the best option for organisations.

1
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3.3

Health and Safety at Work etc Act
The HSE are currently looking to amend s3 of the Act. Currently the legislation
requires the self-employed to ensure that they don’t put the health and safety of
themselves or others at risk. The government feels that this duty is not necessary
and plans to remove it. In realistic terms, this is only likely to apply to those who
work in low risk environments such as offices, sales and other service industries.
This amendment is likely to be in force in October 2013 or April 2014

4.

EMPLOYER LIABILITY CLAIMS
As of 1 April 2013, it is anticipated that the ‘No win, No fee’ compensation culture, will
become less attractive to potential claimants. This is as a result of changes to the
process for recovering costs from the other party. The new rules mean that costs are
no longer recoverable from the opponent and that insurance premiums are payable
by the claimant only. Additionally, the legal representatives will be able to recover a
maximum of 25% (50% in commercial cases) of their client’s personal injury
damages.
It is anticipated that the introduction of up-front fees and further financial risks caused
by the changes to these rules will result in fewer speculative claims being brought.

5.

WORKSTREAM UPDATES

5.1

Health and Safety Policy
The Policy Statement and full Policy document have recently been reviewed and
updated to reflect the change from the Police Authority to the Police and Crime
Commissioner. Both documents have been signed by the Chief Constable and Police
and Crime Commissioner and are available to view on the Constabulary’s Intranet.

5.2

Data Room Inspections
A programme of workplace inspections of all Force data rooms across the region has
recently been completed. Information Services have received a report for each
Division detailing the issues identified and recommendations for improvement. A risk
(STR1657) has been added to the ORCHID risk management system and progress
on this will be reported directly to the Risk Management Board, chaired by the
Deputy Chief Constable.

5.3

Insurers Assurance Visit
In March, the Forces insurers attended one of the Constabulary’s Driver Training
TPAC 1 training days in order to gain a better level of understanding of the risks faced
and obtain an assurance of how high-level occupational road risks are managed. The
feedback received from this visit was very positive with the comments provided
included ‘…comprehensive and effective training programme to provide Officers with
the necessary training and experience that is required to successfully carry out
TPAC.’

5.4

Fire e-Learning Package
In February, all Police Officers and Police Staff were mandated to complete the
NCALT e-learning package for fire awareness. There were 2 modules available with

1

Tactical Pursuit and Containment
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this course: Module 1 was a mandatory requirement for all staff and dealt with the
issue of general fire awareness and precautions. Module 2 was mandatory for those
people who were designated Fire Wardens and Fire Marshalls.
5.6

Ionising Radiation
Inspectors from the HSE are due to carry out a scheduled inspection visit to the
Constabulary in October 2013 to look at the storage arrangements in place with
regard the management of radioactive substances which emit ionising radiation
(CBRN - Detection and monitoring equipment).

PREVIOUSLY REPORTED ITEMS – UPDATE
5.7

New Procedures
Work is continuing on the development of a number of Managers’ Guides to support
the policy arrangements detailed within the Health and Safety Policy. These will then
be made available on the Health and Safety Section Intranet page. In conjunction
with this piece of work, the current Intranet page is being reviewed and updated.

5.8

Cardinus CBT and Workstation Assessment Package
This e-learning training and risk assessment package is to be rolled out across the
entire Force commencing mid June. All administrators of the system have been
scheduled to attend an update session on 6 June prior to the rollout.

5.9

Liability Survey and Risk Control Assessment - Scientific Support Department/
FAS
Appendix A - provides the executive summary and recommendations from the final
report which was received as a result of this inspection carried out on 19 and 29
November 2012.

6.

INCIDENT/ACCIDENT STATISTICS
Attached at Appendix B are the incident/accident statistics which are represented as
follows:



Graph 1 - Shows total number of incidents and reportable incidents from 2008 to
March 2013.
Graph 2 – Number of Incidents per 100 Employees (Apr 2007 – Dec 2012).

It is inevitable in policing that there will be peaks and troughs in the number of
incidents/accidents. Since the implementation of the new seven day reporting
system, HSE reportable incidents have fallen.

SIGNIFICANT INCIDENTS
6.1

North Midlands Helicopter Support Unit was involved in a reported near-miss incident
whilst on approach back to their base.
Whilst returning to base and on final approach to the heli-pad, an evasive manoeuvre
had to be taken in order to avoid a member of public and his dog walking across the
field adjacent to the heli-pad. Work is currently on-going to prevent a recurrence of
such an incident.

6.2

On 20 May an incident occurred at our Wyatt’s Way site involving an appointed
contractor who was carrying out heating installation work in a plant room. The
3
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engineer suffered an electric shock which required a paramedic’s attendance to site
and further medical checks at hospital as his heart was indicating an arrhythmia (an
arrhythmia is a problem with the rate or rhythm of the heartbeat). However, the
contractor suffered no serious injuries and was discharged the same day, although
he was off work for a period of seven days.
A full investigation was undertaken by the Health and Safety section with the
assistance of our Assets Department. It concluded that the incident had occurred due
to a stray Direct Current (DC) as a result of simultaneous hot works (welding) being
undertaken by the same company on connecting pipe-work located near to our boiler
house at FHQ. It is believed that the positioning of the current return cable from the
welding set had subsequently formed a ‘live circuit’; which would have included the
pipe-work the injured contractor was working on. An electrical engineer from
Derbyshire County Council also carried out a full wiring test in the area where the
incident had occurred and found no current leakage or standing voltage that would
have caused the contractor to receive an electric shock in the plant room.
A report detailing our findings with recommendations on lessons that can be learnt
and what control measures can be improved to reduce a risk of reoccurrence has
been provided to our Assets Department. The range of improvements includes nongeneric method statements, site-specific risk assessments and operating a permit to
work system for all hot works activities. The relevant Head of Department has been
mandated by the Director of Finance and Business Services to report on what
improvements will be made to our systems of work.

7.

HORIZON SCANNING
The Constabulary continues to monitor consultation exercises pertaining to the
amendment to or withdrawal of legislation and regulations in the wake of the Lofstedt
Review of Health and Safety (aimed at reducing the unnecessary burden of Health
and Safety regulation). Particular issues still undergoing significant debate relate to
the amendment of RIDDOR, to remove some of the notifiable diseases and the
replacement of the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations with more
practical guidance documents.

8.

RECOMMENDATIONS
That the contents of the report be noted.

9.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

4
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Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel

LOW
X

MEDIUM

HIGH

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Legal and legislative compliance is a necessity, which if infringed can damage the
reputation of our organisation. Therefore, all risks that have a direct impact on the
service delivery of the force are addressed in order to minimise losses. Risk
management is also an integral component of the Audit Commission’s Police Use of
Resources (PURE) assessment.
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

Name: Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572675
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A
Appendix B
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Review of Health and Safety Risk Management – Scientific
Support Department
Executive Summary and Recommendations
3.1. There were no critical areas of concern noted during the Review in terms of
significant failings in the Constabulary’s arrangements and procedures to
manage health and safety risks, with issues both at a strategic and operational
level being assessed as well managed.
3.2. Key areas where the Derbyshire Constabulary, in the Author’s opinion, achieve
a good standard include the following:–





The establishment of a dedicated Health and Safety Department, staffed by
suitably qualified and experienced members of staff, to facilitate the
management of health and safety risks that effect the undertaking.
Relevant line management being conversant with their duties and
responsibilities in terms of health and safety risk management.
The implementation of various written policies and procedures aimed at
managing health and safety risks. Documentation viewed in this regard
during the Review was of a good standard.
Generally good standards of compliance with legal requirements for those
areas assessed.

3.3. It was noted during the Review that there were staff resignations within the
Health and Safety Department during 2012. A conscious decision was made by
the Constabulary to find suitable candidates to fill these posts, David Gray
being one of these. For this the Force should be commended as, given central
government austerity measures and the need to cut costs, there is always the
temptation either not to fill vacant posts or worse cast scenario make the posts
redundant.
4. Recommendations
The following recommendations are made in accordance with the findings made
during the Review:4.1. Given that Crime Scene Investigation (CSI) Officers are required to attend
scenes of crime that police officers will attend in first instance, it is
recommended that the fleet of vehicles used in this regard receives
commensurate consideration of risk mitigation controls and that during the
winter months a proportion of CSI operational vehicles are fitted with winter
tyres.
In addition, it is recommended that vehicles are made available to Crime Scene
Investigation Officers that are suitable to ensure that areas that are particularly
difficult to access, and therefore pose a potentially increased risk, can be done
so with safety.

-1-
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4.2. It is recommended that a written safe working procedure be established for
work activities undertaken at crime scenes where harmful substances are
potentially present, e.g. asbestos contamination. The safe working procedure
should incorporate appropriate risk control measures that need to be
implemented to ensure the health and safety of persons.
4.3. Although Crime Scene Investigators have previously been provided with
training relating to asbestos awareness and working at height, from discussions
held with various members of staff during the Review, it become apparent that
refresher training in this regard would be beneficial.
Note: Where refresher training is undertaken, suitable records should be kept
to confirm that the training has been provided.
4.4. As regards facilities provided in connection with the Forensic Analytical
Services (FAS) Team Laboratory, it is recommended that the external
hazardous liquid store be provided with a bund to prevent the inadvertent
release of any spillages.
In addition, the Forensic Case Management Unit’s storage area was noted
during the Review to have an excessive build up of evidential items i.e.
packages waiting processing, thereby causing obstruction and increasing the
risk of slips/trips/falls. The quantity of goods stored in this area should be
reduced, or alternatively a larger storage facility sought.
4.5. As regards facilities provided in connection with the Crime Scene Investigations
Unit based at Chesterfield Divisional Headquarters (DHQ), it was noted during
the Review that racking is provided for the storage of consumables / exhibits at
the upper floor storage area. It was further noted that suitable facilities to allow
members of staff to gain safe access, in order to move goods stored on the
upper tiers of the racking, is not currently provided. In addition, some goods
stored on the upper tiers of the racking were noted to be heavy and therefore
require significant manual handling effort to move them.
Note: It is recommended that suitable means of safe access be provided. In
addition, heavy goods should always be stored on lower tier racks.
4.6. As regards contractual liabilities that might be agreed or entered into in terms
via the East Midlands forces collaborative working projects currently under
development, it is recommended that these be declared to Travelers
Insurance’s Underwriter.

-2-
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Derbyshire Police Incident Report - 1 Jan 2013 to 31 March 2013
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Q1

138
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117

87

96
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95
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44

103

135

104

128

97

89

24

19

13

23

15

14

14

10

13

16

10

7

7

7

8

9

3

5

4

1

All Incidents 1
The data is based on incidents from 2008 to the present date which are incidents
recorded from the 1st Jan 2013 to 31st March 2013 (current recorded incidents).
Information for the latest recorded incidents are a hybrid of the old Origin system,
and the new EMCHRS Gateway system that was introduced in early March that
mirrors the self-reporting system that is used by all employees to record an accident
or near-miss. The line on the chart indicates the general trend in incidents including
reportable incidents since 2008. There has been a reduction in the figures since the
last quarter results, this could well be as a result of the transition period to the new
system, as the old system went offline for a period of two weeks whilst information
was migrated over to the new system.

1

These statistics are based on quarterly reporting following the financial year pattern (April –
March) with the exception of Q1, 2013 which is based on the calendar year (Jan – Dec). All
subsequent statistics will follow the calendar year quarters.

1

Incidents per 100 Employees
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20
15
10
5
0

2007/8

2008/9

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

Police

16.8

17.7

15.3

13.5

16.7

12.33

Police Staff

5.7

4.9

4.5

5.2

5.1

5.89

Specials

2.9

3.1

1.5

2.3

2.8

1.3

All Employee Type

10.9

11

9.7

9.2

10.7

8.81

Incidents per 100 employees 2
Note: The trend as predicted at the last update has come to fruition in respect of
Police Officers. There is an increase for Police Staff of 7.99. This is due to mainly
slips and trips predominantly on the FHQ site during the winter months despite
adequate gritting of roads and pavements. This could well be due to staff not wearing
appropriate footwear for the conditions.
All Incidents 3 including Near Miss (2008 to 2012 does not include Near Miss incidents)
A Division
B Division
C Division
Contact Management
Community Safety
Corporate Development
Crime Support
Criminal Justice
D Division
Executive
Finance and Business
Finance and
Administration
Human Resources
Information Services
Training Services
Legal Services
Operational Support
Professional Standards
Regional Units

2007
73
50
87
2
1
25
23
115
-

2008
83
77
62
11
1
3
26
32
96
2
-

2009
84
37
69
4
26
24
81
-

2010
78
41
63
3
19
22
79
-

2011
77
36
70
2
21
20
77
-

2012
N/A
55
74
32
2
23
19
115
14

TOTAL
395
296
425
54
1
6
134
137
563
2
14

16
1
20
57
-

24
8
2
3
1
54
1
1

11
13
53
1
1

14
7
1
54
-

15
5
48
-

1
10
9
1
52
1
8

81
43
13
23
2
318
3
10

2

This figure is calculated using the total number of accidents / total number of employees *
100
3
The statistical data within this table has been reported using the financial year pattern hence
why there is currently no data for 2013 as we are only 2 months in.
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The above table illustrates the variances year on year by Division and Department.
Our highest incidents rates occur on C and D divisions with higher staffing levels
including policing our more urban areas. Noticeably, B Division has seen an increase
to accumulate figures nearer to D Division. On an annual basis this is probably due to
an increase in incidents linked to increased tourism during the summer months. The
figures for 2012 also now include near-misses. There has been a small increase
recorded now that staff have become more familiar with using the system for
recording these types of incidents. A 'near-miss' is defined as any incident, accident
or emergency which did not result in an injury.
HSE Non-Reportable Incidents By Type: Jan 1st 2013 to 31st March 2013
Division/Department
B Division
C Division
D Division
Operational Support
Crime Support
Contact Management
Criminal Justice
EMSOU

Accident

Assault

Near Miss

Totals

6
7
7
8
3
7
-

3
3
4
2
-

1

10
10
11
10
3
7
0
0

-

-

HSE Reportable (RIDDOR) Incidents By Type: 1st Jan 2013 to March 31st 2013
Division/Department
B Division
C Division
D Division
Operational Support
Crime Support
Contact Management
Finance and Administration
Finance and Business
Information Services
EMSOU

Accident
-

Assault
-

Totals
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

HSE Reportable Incidents
During the current period we recorded zero reportable incidents. This is probably due
to the reporting schedule being extended to seven days from three.
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Incident Causes by Employee / Officer Type: 1st Jan 2013 to 31st March 2013
Cause
Bite
Cut
Chasing
CS Spray
Equipment
Head butted
Fall same level
Fall from Height
Forcing Entry
Hit with Object
Hit by Falling Object
Hit by Moving Object
Grabbed
Falling Object
Kicked
Lifting/Handling
Needle stick Injury
Other
Punched
Pushed
Resisting Arrest
Restraining Prisoner
RTC
Slip
Training
Trapped
Trip
Trodden On
Unknown
Near Miss

Police Staff
3
-

Police
1
5
3
2
4
4
1

Special
-

Totals
1
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
2
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Comparison of Incidents by Division: 1st Jan 2013 to 31st March 2013
B Div

C Div

D Div

Accident
Assault
RTC

6
3
0

7
2
1

4
4
2

Total

9

10

10

Contact
Crime
Management Support
1
1
1
1

2

CJD

F&A

F&B

-

-

-

0

0

0

Summary
In the final quarter for 2012 the Force has seen a drop in the rate of HSE reportable
accidents. To date no significant trends have been identified. Statistical data
continues to be provided to all local and Force Health and Safety Committees and we
continue to encourage employees to report accidents promptly, to enable the force to
meet its HSE reporting deadlines. Continued efforts are also being made to collect
comparative incident/accident data between EM regional forces. Now that the new
EMCHRIS Gateway system is on stream, a poster campaign will be initiated to
ensure that all members of the force are reminded to record accidents and near
misses.
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24 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

13E: REVISED DRAFT CODE OF PRACTICE FOR VICTIMS OF CRIME
1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To highlight the changes and impact of the Revised Draft Code of Practice for
Victims of Crime.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Code of Practice for Victims of Crime was implemented in 2005 and
introduced organisational obligations on how victims should be treated by the
criminal justice system. This included victims of crime and next of kin for
victims who had died.

2.2

This is the first time it has been revised and extensive national consultation
has been undertaken prior to the revised draft being circulated.

2.3

The aim is to improve victims’ experience of, and satisfaction with the criminal
justice system.

2.4

The new version is in a more user-friendly style, structured so victims can
better understand their entitlements at each stage. It is now split into three
chapters – adult, children and young people and businesses.

2.5

The police obligations are extended to all businesses and focus on improved
support for those victims with the greatest need.

2.6

There should be agreement with the victim on the level of service to be
provided and there is an option for a victim to choose to opt out. The Crime
Contract puts us in a good position as it supports and reflects the obligations
in the code from making the agreement through to keeping them informed.

2.7

The new delivery model was implemented in the Witness Care Unit from 1
December 2012 and is also reflected in the draft code.

2.8

A meeting of in force business areas chaired by the Head of Criminal Justice
has been arranged for 4 June 2013 to ensure all implications are considered
in readiness for the new revised Code. No date for implementation has been
Nationally released at this stage.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

That the Commissioner and SGB members note the report.
1
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ii.

Once implementation date is known a further update will be provided.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be
contained within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of
the author
LOW – no narrative required

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Name: Chief Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572020
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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24 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

13F: USE OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE IN DERBYSHIRE CONSTABULARY

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To Update the Board on the Use of Restorative Justice (RJ) in Derbyshire.

1.2

To Update the Board on the new procedures for the monitoring of RJ
disposals in Derbyshire.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

Restorative Justice (RJ) has been in use in Derbyshire Constabulary since
February 2009 and has been shown to be a very effective means of dealing
with certain crime types and anti social behaviour.

2.2

RJ is one of a range of ‘out of court disposals’ available to officers and
guidelines are in place to assist officers in determining the most appropriate
disposal option, with the primary focus being on providing a victim led
approach. Since its introduction RJ has been used responsibly and
proportionately, where a community resolution is the preferred outcome for
the victim and where the offender accepts responsibility. This gives police the
flexibility to deal with a variety of offences effectively and has led to increased
victim satisfaction and a reduction in re-offending rates.

2.3

During the period 1 April 2012 to 31 March 2013, 4608 RJ disposals were
completed, which represents 25% of all positive outcomes for all crimes and
31% of all victim based positive outcomes. The last Victim survey, conducted
in April 2012, found that 94.8% of all Victims surveyed were satisfied or fairly
satisfied with the overall experience of RJ, thus showing public confidence in
the process. The reasons for dissatisfaction in the remaining 5% have mainly
been around a general lack of understanding of the scheme. This is to be
addressed through amendments to the crime contract, to ensure officers fully
update victims, and to provide a link to the Restorative Justice Council
website, which will also provide further information. It is also proposed to
conduct a further victim survey in July 2013.

2.4

RJ is now a nationally recognised positive outcome under the Home Office
Crime recording rules and Derbyshire Constabulary complies with the ACPO
guidance which sets out 4 minimum standards for the use of Restorative
Justice, which are:


The offender must take responsibility.



Involvement of the victim, community or other affected party.
1
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A structured process that establishes what has occurred and what the
impact has been.



An outcome that seeks to put right the harm that has been caused or
an outcome that makes other reparation that may not be directly
related to the original case.

2.5

A review of RJ procedures has recently been conducted and this has included
refreshing the force intranet site, and updating the Red, Amber, Green
assessment chart which provides officers guidance on which offence types
are appropriate for an RJ disposal. The main change has been the movement
or ‘Theft from motor vehicles’ offences from the Red into the Amber area so
that it can be authorised by a Sergeant.

2.6

There is a need to demonstrate that RJ disposals are being used ethically in
order to maintain public confidence and whilst divisions have previously dip
tested offence disposals, a corporate process is being introduced to ensure a
robust quality assurance process. This will involve on a quarterly basis the
Divisional Detective Chief Inspectors dip testing 20 RJ disposals per division,
using a force template, and the results will be collated and analysed by the
Local Criminal Justice Board support team, who will report to the force
Prosecution Team Performance Monitoring meeting.

2.7

RJ disposals are not currently recorded on the PNC but are recorded on
Guardian, with details of the authorising officer where appropriate.

2.8

The Crime Management Unit audit team has recently conducted a Force wide
audit of RJ disposals. The audit considered all crimes finalised in January
2013, and showed compliance levels of over 90% against the ACPO minimum
standards outlined above.

2.9

The Force is currently operating a Domestic Abuse Perpetrator Scheme
(DAPS) in B and C Divisions. This is an intervention, with the consent of the
victim, for perpetrators of low level domestic abuse who have previously not
come to notice of the police for such offences. DAPS interacts with the
perpetrator through a three hour hard-hitting programme, which raises the
awareness of offending behaviour and the impact on others. In order to
ensure its effectiveness, victims will be surveyed by North Derbyshire
Women’s Aid.

2.10

RJ has been used to record positive outcomes for sexual offences although
these offences have been reviewed and the disposal is proportionate. Some
examples include sexual experimentation by young children, which was
addressed between victims and families, and males and juveniles with
learning difficulties where offenders have agreed to work with support
networks with agreement of victims and families.

2.11

Restorative Justice has been used to record positive outcomes for violent
offences and again these have been reviewed and are proportionate.
Examples include where victim and offender are known through being related
or friends, and there was no wish for formal complaint through the Courts,
youngsters making counter allegations with no independent witnesses, and a
school issue where a boy was stabbed with a pen, and the parents were not
happy with the school outcome so reported the matter to the police.
2
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2.12

The increased use of ‘Out of Court’ disposals, including RJ, has led to
national challenge, particularly from the Judiciary, and now that RJ is
recognised as a formal disposal it is anticipated that this interest will only
increase.

2.13

It is important that the Force can demonstrate that it uses RJ responsibly and
therefore it is proposed to introduce an independent scrutiny panel for the use
of RJ, by July 2013. The Criminal Justice Department is currently researching
options with the Commissioner’s office, in order to establish a joint
independent review and monitoring panel for the use of Restorative Justice
practices in Derbyshire.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

To note the contents of this report.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be
contained within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of
the author
LOW – no narrative required
LOW

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

MEDIUM
x

HIGH

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Name: Chief Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572020
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
1.

ACPO Restorative Justice Guidance and Minimum Standards.

2.

Restorative Justice Council Best Practice Guidance.
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REPORT OF CHIEF CONSTABLE

13G:

CONTACT MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT (CCMC) - UPDATE

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To inform and update the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) in respect of
Performance and staffing issues affecting the department.

1.2

The previous update report to the PCC was in February 2013.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
Performance

3.

With regard to performance the Constabulary adheres to the NPIA National Contact
Management Principles and Guidance in relation to the Force Control Room (FCR)
and Force Contact Centre (FCC). Whilst there is no National Target, CCMC
continues to measure performance as per a locally agreed service level for
Emergency and Non – Emergency Calls.

3.1

The below line graphs as requested outline performance for Emergency Calls, Non
Emergency Calls, and Sickness within the Department.

3.2

Clearly the difficult previous 12 months has impacted on the overall performance of
the department. The measures now in place with recruitment, training, the
implementation of department standards etc should support improvement within the
department.

3.3

Line graph to show monthly average for proportion of emergency calls answered
within 10 and 15 secs (on same graph) over the past two years
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Information relating to 999 calls has only been collated in the current format since
April 2011. Before this time abandonment rates and calls answered within 15
seconds was not recorded.
As the graph above shows there has been a significant improvement in 999
performance in the past two months. The embedding of the departmental standards,
the impact of new staff and the implementation of a new live 999 monitoring plan has
all impacted on this performance uplift.
The below graph identifies a similar picture showing a reduction in the abandonment
rate over the same period.
Line graph to show monthly average abandonment rate for emergency calls for the
past two years
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Table to show both current YTD and previous year for proportion of emergency calls
answered within 10 and 15 secs, and average ring time

Time
covered

INDICATOR
% 999 calls
seconds

within

10

% 999 calls
seconds

within

15

Average ring time

period This
Date

Year

to

2011/12 Outturn

Jan to May '13

86.39%

87.5%

Jan to May '13

93.18%

94.4%

Jan to May '13

5.83 secs

6.68 secs
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Line graph to show monthly average of non-emergency calls answered within 40 and
60 secs (on same graph) over the past two years.
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Due to technical issues, data for the period April 2012 to July 2012 was unavailable.
Therefore these months have been estimated.
Performance in Force Contact Centre has shown a decrease since the last report in
February. The FCC has been experiencing significant IT issues, manifesting in slow
system performance, and system lock ups. On occasions essential systems have
been completely unavailable and staff have used back up systems. During these
periods performance has, for short periods, been at 10-20%. This has not only
impacted on overall performance in terms of answering calls, but also on staff
morale.
Information Services have been working with their colleagues in the FCC to identify
the root cause, and a solution; however this has proved problematic, as the issues
are sporadic.
A 17 point improvement plan is in place, which involves Information Services and
external suppliers working towards resolving the present position.
Line graph to show monthly average abandonment rate for non-emergency calls for
the past two years
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Abandonment Rate
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Table to show both current YTD and previous year for proportion of non-emergency
calls answered within 40 and 60 secs, and average ring time
INDICATOR

Time
covered

period This
Date

Year

to

2011/12 Outturn

% non-999 calls answered
Jan to May '13
within 40 seconds

81.36%

87.4%

% non-999 calls answered
Jan to May '13
within 60 seconds

87.45%

93.6%

24.80

17.33

Average ring time

Jan to May '13

Most recent national figures for proportion of emergency calls answered within 10
secs and average ring time, and non-emergency calls answered within 40 secs and
average ring time (if available)
There are no recent national figures relating to call handling performance in police
forces
Table to show current month and YTD Contact Management police officers and staff
sickness levels and force average
Sickness data from March to present is not available due to issues with Gateway.
INDICATOR

Time
covered

Sickness – Contact
Management
Sickness – Force

period

Police Officer

Police Staff

Apr ‘12 to Feb'13

14.3

10.8

Apr ‘12 to Feb'13

8.94

6.93
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The latest data to February this year shows a continued reduction in police officer
sickness and maintained reduction in police staff sickness. Although Contact
Management sickness is higher than the force average, vast improvements have
been made in relation to police officer sickness. For the period 12 months ending
March 2012,
Contact Management sickness for police officers was 29.3 working days lost per
person. This has halved in the last 10 months.
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3.4

Vacancies and Staffing

3.5

Since the departmental review in July 2012 which indicated 38.92 FTE vacancies
and 10 FTE maternity vacancies (not including sickness), there has been a
significant recruitment programme within the department. Although in February’s
PCC report vacancies had fallen to 15.27 FTE the vacancies in the department
currently stand at 21.59 FTE (25 posts). Staff have in the main moved on to new
roles within the organisation as police officers, custody staff etc. Five newly
appointed staff have left the organisation, the majority due to performance issues
within their probationary period and misconduct. Maternity vacancies have fallen
from 7 in February to 3 although we have 6 further staff that are due to go on
maternity in the next 6-7 months. Corporately, maternity vacancies are not backfilled.

3.6

The below table shows the number of vacancies being carried by the Department
and is broken down by section. It also indicates how many staff have been appointed
in each section since the review in July 2012 and how many are currently completing
their training. The recruitment of staff to fill the remaining vacancies continues. A
new recruitment process is due to commence next month.

Section

FTE’s in
Section

Vacant
FTE’s(posts)

Maternity/
Leave

Career
Break

New
Staff
(posts)

Training
Complete

Training
Ongoing

Training
Complete
By

FCR

127

7 (7)

1 (1)

1 (1)

19 *

8

7

Dec 13

FCC

87.5

7.25 (8)

2 (2)

0

9

6

3

Sept 13

Enquiry Office

37.8

2.64 (6)

0

0

4

3

1

July 2013

Real Time
Intelligence

13

1 (1)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Duty
Management

11

2 (2)

0

0

0

0

0

0

CMIT

11

0

0

0

3

3

0

0

SOCO Task

2

1 (1)

0

0

0

0

0

0

CMU

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Departmental
Totals

308.5

21.59 (25)

3 (3)

1 (1)

35

20

11




3 of the newly appointed staff in the FCR have since left the Department.
2 of the newly appointed staff in the FCC have since left the Department.

It is also worthy of note:
The recruitment process from advert to start date takes 4-5 months
The average training time for a member of staff to be competent in role is 6 months
The cost of recruitment and training per member of staff is £18K
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3.7

Demand Profile Analysis
A review is ongoing in respect of the current shift patterns worked in the FCR and
FCC. The terms of reference for the review are;
 Meet the demand profile
 Meet minimum staffing levels
 2 Team Leaders available at all times
 Align supervisors with their teams

3.8

A number of patterns for FCR and FCC have now been considered, none of which
meet the above criteria. Initial findings are that with the current establishments,
minimum staffing levels are breached (after average abstraction levels). This has
created a potential risk in respect of maintaining minimum staffing levels through the
allocation of overtime which is invariably at an enhanced rate. Further work has
been commissioned as a result of this.
The above was reported in the February report. The current work stream is reviewing
all part time and job share roles within FCC and FCR to ensure we maximise the
opportunity to meet demand at the core times. We are also reviewing abstraction
policies and work life balance arrangements.

4.

CURRENT UPDATE
Upon receipt of the draft report and prior to publication, the Commissioner has
requested a meeting with ACC Collins to provide an update on the IS Service
Improvement plan as detailed within the report and an update on progress to date.
The Commissioner noted that a further update report will be presented to the
Strategic Governance Board in September and requested an interim verbal update
be provided at the meeting of the Strategic Governance Board on 22 July 2013.

5.

RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

To note and discuss the report.

6.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and is contained within report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the author
LOW – no narrative required.

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Risk
Contact details in
the event of
enquiries

LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

MED
LOW
LOW
LOW
MED
MED
Name: Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572675
Email address: kul.mahay.192@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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JOINT REPORT OF CHIEF CONSTABLE AND TREASURER

14A: ANNUAL REPORT ON TREASURY MANAGEMENT AND PRUDENTIAL
INDICATORS 2012/13

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To provide information on the Treasury Management performance in 2012/13 in
accordance with the CIPFA Code of Practice and to report on the outturn position
2012/13 for the Prudential Indicators in line with the Prudential Code for Capital
Finance.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS TREASURY MANAGEMENT
Borrowing
Long term Borrowing for Capital Purposes

2.1

Following the Comprehensive Spending Review in October 2010, the Government
made the decision that no new Supported Borrowing (SCE) allocations will be made
for the Spending Review period, any new borrowing would have to be locally funded.
The Capital Programme reflects no new borrowing in 2012/13 (Supported or
Unsupported).

2.2

As at 31 March 2013, long term external borrowing for capital expenditure amounted
to £7.505m for PWLB loans plus £0.601m for transferred debt held with Derby City
and Derbyshire County Councils. In addition there were long term liabilities of
£13.715m for Private Finance Initiative (PFI) Schemes giving a total of £21.821m as
at 31 March 2013 for long term borrowing and liabilities.

2.3

The average rate of interest on the PWLB debt outstanding at 31 March 2013 was
5.081%.
Short term Borrowing

2.4

2.5

The overdraft facility has been used once in 2012/13. In October, a loan for £2m was
taken out of our account twice, an error by the bank. It was paid back to us on the
following day and no overdraft charges were made. This did not cause the Force to
exceed the Operational Boundary Limit or the Authorised Limit.
There was no need to borrow any other short-term funds during the year.
Investments

2.6

On temporary loans and investment accounts, the total interest earned for 2012/13
amounted to £0.404m. The average rate of interest earned for the year was 0.794%.
The movement of interest rates throughout the year is illustrated against the Bank
Base Rate and the LIBID rate (London Interbank Bid Rate) in Appendix A. The

1
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equivalent interest to the 31 March 2012 was £0.441m, an average interest rate of
0.996%. The low interest rates earned reflects the severe global economic
downturn. The continuing level of the Bank of England’s Base Interest Rate at 0.5% the lowest level in its history – and the general uncertainty about the finance sector. It
is also a reflection of longer term investments ending and being replaced with much
lower rates.
2.7

The total temporary loans and investments made in 2012/13 amounted to £694.8m.
The total investments outstanding at 31 March 2013 lodged with other institutions
amounted to £39m. These are shown in Appendix B.
Lending
Interest Rate Analysis

2.8

The Bank base rate has been 0.5% since 5 March 2009.

2.9

Long-term PWLB interest rates for new borrowing are in a region of 3.09% for 20
years and 3.43% for 25 years.
Prudential Indicators
Prudential Code

2.10 The Prudential Code sets out a framework for self-regulation of capital spending, in
effect allowing authorities to invest in capital projects which best meet their service
delivery objectives as long as they are affordable, prudent and sustainable.
2.11 To facilitate the decision making process and support capital investment decisions,
the Prudential Code requires the Commissioner to agree and monitor a number of
prudential indicators. The Commissioner approved the revised Prudential Indicators
for 2012/13 on 21 January 2013. These indicators were monitored throughout the
year and monitoring reports were presented to the Resources Committee and the
Commissioner on the 30 October 2012 and 18 February 2013 respectively.
2.12 In line with the Prudential Code for Capital Finance the outturn figures for certain
Prudential Indicators have to be reported. These are:
PI Number

Category

Description

1

Capital Expenditure

Actual Capital Expenditure

2
3

Capital Expenditure
Affordability

4

External Debt

Actual Capital Financing Requirement
Actual Ratio of financing costs to net
revenue stream
Actual External Debt

2
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Prudential Indicator 1 - Actual Capital Expenditure
2.13 The Approved Capital Programme in 2012/13 totalled £7.896m; this was reported to
the Commissioner on the 14 December 2012. The actual capital expenditure in
2012/13 was £5.542m (this is outlined within the Capital Outturn 2012/13 report also
on this agenda).
Capital
Expenditure
Total spend

2011-12
Estimate
£m
8.804

2011-12
Actual
£m
6.352

2012-13
Estimate
£m
7.896

2012-13
Actual
£m
5.542

Prudential Indicator 2 – Actual Capital Financing requirement
2.14 The Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) represents capital expenditure financed
by external debt/liabilities and not by capital receipts, revenue contributions, capital
grants or third party contributions at the time of spending. The Capital Financing
Requirement is as follows:
Capital Financing Requirement
Total CFR at year end
Net movement in CFR

2012-13
Estimate
£m
31.466
(1.076)

2012-13
Actual
£m
31.466
(1.076)

2.15 The CFR measures the underlying need to borrow for a capital purpose. No external
borrowing has been taken out in 2012/13 in accordance with the Treasury
Management Strategy.
2.16 The movement in the CFR of minus £1.076m reflects the repayments of PWLB debt,
transferred debt and PFI liabilities in the year.
Prudential Indicator 3 – Actual Ratio of financing costs to net revenue stream
2.17 The main limiting factor on the ability to undertake capital expenditure is whether the
revenue resource is available to support in full the implications of capital expenditure,
both borrowing costs and running costs, after allowing for any support provided by
central government. Within the framework of prudential indicators the Commissioner
is required to assess the affordability of the capital investment plans.
2.18 This indicator identifies the trend in the cost of capital (net of investment income)
against the net revenue stream. Investment income was slightly lower than estimated
as previously reported (see paragraph 2.6).

Cost of Capital
Investment Income
Financing Costs
Net Revenue Stream
Percentage

2012-13
Estimate
£m
2.655
(0.410)
2.245
165.739
1.35%

2012-13
Actual
£m
2.654
(0.404)
2.250
165.739
1.36%
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Prudential Indicator 4 – Actual External Debt
2.19 External Debt is as follows:
External Debt

Fixed Rate Debt
PWLB
Transferred Debt
Total Debt
Other Long Term Liabilities
Total External Debt

31/3/13
Estimate
£m
7.505
0.601
8.106
13.715
21.821

31/3/13
Actual
£m
7.505
0.601
8.106
13.715
21.821

Comparison of external debt to Authorised Limit and Operational Boundary
2.20 The authorised limit represents the limit beyond which borrowing is prohibited and
needs to be set and revised if necessary by the PCC. This limit was set at £29.9m for
2012/13.
2.21 The operational boundary is based on the probable external debt during the course
of the year; it is not a limit and actual borrowing could vary around this boundary for
short times during the year. This was set at £23.8m for 2012/13.
2.22 These indicators are monitored on an ongoing basis. Appendix C shows a
comparison of actual external debt compared to the Operational Boundary and
authorised limit.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

That the report be noted.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
LOW
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Risk
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

MEDIUM

HIGH

Name: Chief Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572020
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

APPENDIX DETAILS
A
B
C

Average Interest Rates 2012/13
Investments as at 31 March 2013
Comparison of External Debt to Operational Boundary and Authorised Limit as at
31/03/13
4

06
/0
4/
20 201
2
/0
4/
2
04 01
2
/0
5/
2
18 01
2
/0
5/
2
01 01
2
/0
6/
2
15 01
2
/0
6/
2
0
29
/0 12
6/
13 201
2
/0
7/
2
27 01
2
/0
7/
2
10 01
2
/0
8/
2
24 01
2
/0
8/
2
07 01
2
/0
9/
2
21 01
2
/0
9/
2
05 01
2
/1
0/
2
19 01
2
/1
0/
2
0
02
/1 12
1/
16 201
2
/1
1/
2
30 01
2
/1
1/
2
14 01
2
/1
2/
2
28 01
2
/1
2/
2
11 01
2
/0
1/
2
25 01
3
/0
1/
2
08 01
3
/0
2/
2
22 01
3
/0
2/
2
0
08
/0 13
3/
22 201
3
/0
3/
20
13

Average Interest Rate 2012/13

2.50%

2.20%

1.90%

1.60%
Average Rate

Base Rate

Average LIBID

1.30%

1.00%

0.70%

0.40%

0.10%
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ANNEX B
AS AT:

31/03/2013 INVESTMENTS IN DATE ORDER RETURNED
Date From Date To

Bank/Buidling Soc

2012/13
Amount

Rate %

302 28-Mar-13
r/o 82 02-Jan-13
r/o 266 28-Mar-13
r/o 201 05-Apr-12
r/o 67 09-Jan-13
r/o 163 09-Jan-13
168 10-Oct-12
r/o 16 16-Jan-13
r/o 70 16-Jan-13
r/o 71 17-Jan-13
296 21-Mar-13

02-Apr-13
02-Apr-13
04-Apr-13
04-Apr-13
09-Apr-13
09-Apr-13
10-Apr-13
16-Apr-13
16-Apr-13
17-Apr-13
26-Apr-13

Barclays Bank plc
Nationwide BS
Swndon CC
Royal Bank of Scotland
Lloyds TSB Bank
Lloyds TSB Bank
Barclays Bank plc
Nationwide BS
Lloyds TSB Bank
Lloyds TSB Bank
Plymouth CC

4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

0.28
0.44
0.28
0.70
0.70
1.65
0.75
0.44
0.70
0.70
0.28

150 19-Sep-12
171 06-Feb-12
14 11-Apr-12
24 19-Apr-12
83 02-Jul-12

08-Apr-13

Royal Bank of Scotland
RBS Instant Access A/c
RBS Instant Access A/c
RBS Instant Access A/c
RBS Instant Access A/c

2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
2,000,000

1.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

29,000,000
r/o 130
186
r/o 181
r/o 51

05-Nov-12
05-Nov-12
12-Feb-13
14-Nov-12

07-May-13
07-May-13
13-May-13
14-May-13

Lloyds TSB Bank
Barclays Bank plc
Lloyds TSB Bank
Lloyds TSB Bank

2,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

1.60
0.70
0.70
1.35
6,000,000

284 05-Mar-13
r/o 2 06-Mar-13
286 06-Mar-13

05-Jun-13
06-Jun-13
06-Jun-13

Salford City Council
Nationwide BS
Thurrock BC

1,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000

0.26
0.44
0.31
4,000,000

39,000,000

39,000,000

0.75%

18/03/2013

04/03/2013

18/02/2013

04/02/2013

21/01/2013

07/01/2013

24/12/2012

10/12/2012

26/11/2012

12/11/2012

29/10/2012

15/10/2012

01/10/2012

17/09/2012

03/09/2012

20/08/2012

06/08/2012

23/07/2012

09/07/2012

25/06/2012

11/06/2012

28/05/2012

14/05/2012

30/04/2012

£

Comparison of External Debt to Operational Boundary & Authorised Limit as at 31/03/13

40.000

25.000

Actual External Debt
Operational Limit

10.000

Authorised Limit
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Part I For Publication

STRATEGIC GOVERNANCE BOARD
24 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE

15A

DECISIONS TAKEN BUT NOT YET REPORTED TO THE STRATEGIC
GOVERNANCE BOARD

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

This report is a formal record of the Decisions that have been taken by the
Commissioner that have not yet been included on a Strategic Governance
Board agenda.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Meetings and General Protocols policy requires that any decision taken
by the Commissioner between Strategic Governance Board meetings are
reported to the next Board Meeting.

2.2

A record of all decisions made are published on the Commissioner’s website
as soon as possible after the decision is made and are therefore available as
public

information

at

http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/Public-

Information/PCC-Decision-Making.aspx
2.3

The following Decisions have been made by the Commissioner:
Decision
No.

Report Title
Joint Code of Corporate Governance for the Police and
Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable
3.

51/13

Date
Signed
14/06/13

RECOMMENDATION
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3.1

That the Decisions referenced 51/13 is noted as being published documents
contained within the Commissioner’s decision log which can be accessed on
the Derbyshire Police and Crime Commissioner website.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be
contained within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of
the author
LOW – no narrative required
LOW

Crime & Disorder

√

Environmental

√

Equality & Diversity

√

Financial

√

Health & Safety

√

Human Rights

√

Legal

MEDIUM

HIGH

√

Personnel

√

Contact details Name: David Peet
in the event

External telephone number: 03001226007

of enquiries

Email: david.peet.16406@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS/ATTACHMENTS:NONE
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